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Executive summary
The Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic) (Service Victoria Act or the Act) provides the authority under which
Service Victoria delivers and supports digital government services in Victoria. Section 57 of the Act
requires the Minister for Government Services to commission an independent review of the operation of
the Act (the Review) to be undertaken as soon as possible after the third anniversary of its
commencement.1
The Review was conducted in line with the Terms of Reference provided which sought to understand
whether the Act operates to enable Service Victoria to deliver government services, identity verification
functions and participate in the Commonwealth's digital identity framework with sufficient flexibility to
adapt to ongoing technological change. The Terms of Reference also asked the Review to consider specific
issues including protection of customer privacy and security, consideration of digital inclusion and the
findings of the Victorian Auditor General’s Office (VAGO) report – Service Victoria – Digital Delivery of
Government Services.2 The Terms of Reference also ask the Review to consider the appropriate
institutional arrangements.
Importantly for the Review the Terms of Reference sought an examination of the opportunities to expand
the role and remit of Service Victoria in delivering and supporting digital services and to accelerate its use
across government in the context of the Victorian Government’s digital transformation agenda, including
Digital Victoria and the Victorian Digital Strategy 2021 – 2026.3
This report provides final recommendations on each of the Terms of Reference for the Review. In doing so,
this report provides recommendations on how the Victorian Government might consider improving the
operation of the Act, support the Government’s digital transformation agenda, and simplify the Act where
appropriate. A summary of each Term of Reference and the Review’s response is described at Table 1.

Dr Claire Noone
Independent Lead Reviewer, Service Victoria Act

Of note, the Act has been subject to recent substantial amendment by the Service Victoria Amendment Act 2022 (Vic)
(‘Service Victoria Amendment Act’ or ‘the Amendment Act’). References to the Service Victoria Act, unless otherwise stipulated
refer to the Act post amendment.
2
Victorian Auditor-General’s Office (VAGO), Service Victoria – Digital Delivery of Government Services, 18 March 2021
https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2021-03/20210318-Service-Victoria-report.pdf.
3
Department of Premier and Cabinet, Victorian Government Digital Strategy 2021-2026: A future-ready Victoria, November
2021 < https://content.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2022-02/DPC_Vic%20Gov%20Digital%20Strategy%20202126_Accessible_V11.1_updated%20Feb%208.pdf>.
1
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Table 1 | The Review's response to each Term of Reference
Term of Reference

1. Whether the Act
adequately enables
Service Victoria to
deliver government
services effectively
and efficiently

Summary of insight across the Review
The current iteration of the Service Victoria Act adequately enables
Service Victoria to deliver government services effectively and
efficiently. A range of previous barriers to adequate, effective and
efficient service delivery were addressed following the amendment of
the Service Victoria Act through the passage of the Service Victoria
Amendment Act.
The current Service Victoria Act allows Service Victoria to meet the
current needs of Government and of agency stakeholders adequately
and effectively. However, the Service Victoria Act responds to the
current demands on Service Victoria. As the expectations of
government, other agencies and citizens continue to evolve, the
terms of the Service Victoria Act will likely need to evolve alongside
these expectations.

Final Recommendation

Recommendation 1 | Monitor and then review the impact of the Service Victoria
Amendment Act
The collection of insights into the performance of the amendments to the Service
Victoria Act would allow their impact to be considered over time. This would allow for
the comparison of the performance of Service Victoria prior to and following the
introduction of the amendments set out in the Service Victoria Amendment Act.
This data could then support a formal review of the performance of the amendments
set out in the Amendment Act. Such a review would provide the most value if
conducted between 12 and 24 months after the passage of the Amendment Act.

Stakeholders have highlighted that the Act does not allow for the
most efficient mechanisms to enable Service Victoria to deliver
government services.4

4

This refers to commentary from stakeholders in relation to the Act after the amendments were passed.
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Term of Reference

Summary of insight across the Review
While the Service Victoria Act, as amended, is generally adequate for
addressing the needs of government, other agencies and citizens,
there are some areas of digital service delivery where changes are
required to improve the timeliness, efficiency and cost effectiveness
of that service delivery.
In particular, stakeholders and analysis have highlighted that:
• There is a lack of clarity regarding the advisory roles of each of

2. Opportunities to
make technical
amendments to
enable Service
Victoria to deliver
services in a more
timely, efficient and
cost-effective
manner

Digital Victoria and Service Victoria, with the effect being to create
perceptions of inefficiency for stakeholders
• Limitations on Service Victoria’s ability to encourage stakeholders

to take up their offer reduces the reuse (and therefore the cost
effectiveness) of the various tools and platforms Service Victoria
has developed.
• A lack of clarity regarding the specific ability of Service Victoria to

deliver all aspects of a service transferred or given to it creates
situations where the efficiency and timeliness benefits of
digitsation cannot fully be realised. (For example: where for the
issuing of a straight forward licence such as a fishing licence, there
is double handling of data by Service Victoria and the Department
of Environment, Land, Water and Planning).

Final Recommendation

Recommendation 2 | Further technical amendments may be considered when the
effect of the recent amendments has been fully realised
The Government may want to consider further technical amendments to the Service
Victoria Act to enable Service Victoria to more effectively deliver digital services, and
to future proof the agency for potential future service demands. Specific technical
amendments could include:
•

Enable Service Victoria to deliver functions in partnership with non-government
entities. It is not clear whether this can be enabled through ministerial direction
to give it the necessary flexibility.

•

Consider what amendments may be required to section 47C to prevent any
issues in Service Victoria effectively supporting the establishment of shared
back-end systems.

Whether these technical issues require amendment to the Act needs to be
considered after a proper analysis of the impact of the most recent Service Victoria
Amendment Act.

Enabling Service Victoria to undertake service delivery functions has
been improved as a result of recent amendments to the Service
Victoria Act, however it is still complex. Further refinements to the
approach to enabling Service Victoria to deliver digital services are
desirable.
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Term of Reference

Summary of insight across the Review

Final Recommendation

Recommendation 3 | Clarify the shared roles of Digital Victoria and Service
Victoria, the specific areas in which their roles differ and how both agencies are
intended to work in practice
It is important for agencies to understand the respective – and joint – roles of Digital
Victoria and Service Victoria in supporting the digital transformation of the Victorian
Public Sector. Government could therefore prepare and publish guidance which
clarifies the shared, joint and separate roles and responsibilities of Digital Victoria
and Service Victoria. This guidance would specify how the two agencies are intended
to work together to deliver digital transformation and change. It could also establish
the ways in which they should exchange information and direct the inquiries of
agencies that approach them.
It should also be reviewed (and reissued if required) at least once every two years to
ensure it remains contemporary and fit for purpose.
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Term of Reference

Summary of insight across the Review

Final Recommendation
Recommendation 4 | Issue guidance to encourage the use of Service Victoria to
support digital service delivery with a view to improving the reuse of tools and
systems created by Service Victoria
Government should consider establishing and publishing an agreed approach to
encouraging agencies to draw on support from Service Victoria when agencies are:
digitising current services; establishing new services; when considering replacing the
legacy processes or systems that support services; or, when establishing new systems
or processes that are designed for reuse (i.e. payment processing systems).
This program could be underpinned by a statement by Government encouraging the
use of Service Victoria where appropriate. Providing guidance that seeks to ensure
that - where appropriate – critical, high-volume, transactions are performed by
Service Victoria. This statement and the accompanying guidance would then be
provided to all departments and agencies across the Victorian Public Service. The
guidance could, but need not be, made public.
If prepared, the statement and guidance would need to be reviewed, and if required,
reissued at least once every two years to ensure it remains contemporary and that it
remains front of mind for departments and agencies.
Recommendation 5 | Ensure mechanisms are in place to enable Service Victoria to
deliver more services end-to-end
To promote the most efficient and effective ways of working Service Victoria needs
be able to administer specific administrative transactions and customer service
functions end-to-end (including decision-making). Advice from the Department of
Premier and Cabinet indicates that Service Victoria may be able to deliver some
functions end-to-end as a result of the recent Amendment Act (for example, while
the Ministerial Directions power has not been tested, it should enable the Minister to
direct Service Victoria to deliver a function, including the decision-making
component, where the power is not a statutory power). A review of the recent
amendments (described in Recommendation 1) should consider whether Service
Victoria is able to deliver services end-to-end under the Service Victoria Act or
whether further reform is required.
Any future amendments to Service Victoria’s functions should empower Service
Victoria to, when requested, deliver any service transferred to it end-to-end without
requiring any input or oversight by the agency who previously performed the
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Term of Reference

Summary of insight across the Review

Final Recommendation
function. This would enable Service Victoria to, for example, issue a licence for a
particular activity in its own right, and not just be the custodian and processing
service for the licence application. This would require oversight, but the mechanism
for that oversight is a matter for government to decide.
Limits should be placed on these powers in respect of decisions which require
complex judgements of the character or circumstance of applicants, or that have
potential to affect third parties. (i.e., the issue of a firearms licence, a planning
application).
Policy development and determining the criteria for decision-making would remain
the responsibility of the relevant department or agency in collaboration with the
relevant service agency.
Recommendation 6 | Consider options to clarify Service Victoria's role in initiating
service improvements in its own right
Service Victoria should have the flexibility and power to initiate service
improvements, in particular to support bundled services for customers. This may
involve legislative change to Service Victoria’s functions and powers to make clear it
can initiate service improvements in its own right. It is possible (but currently unclear)
whether the Amendment Act will enable Service Victoria to deliver a broader scope
of functions, without relying on transfer mechanisms. Further changes to any
functions and powers should be considered when the implications and effect of the
Amendment Act have been realised and reviewed (see Recommendation 1).

3. Whether the Act
provides sufficient
flexibility to enable
Service Victoria to
adapt to ongoing
technological
change

Broadly the Service Victoria Act provides sufficient flexibility to enable
Service Victoria to adapt to ongoing technological change. Specific
limitations relating to privacy and digital identity are dealt with in
other sections of the report. To the extent that issues did exist, the
Review considers that they have been addressed by the amendments
made to the Service Victoria Act through the Service Victoria
Amendment Act.
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Term of Reference

Summary of insight across the Review

Final Recommendation
Recommendation 7 | Consider approaches to improving the efficiency of issuing
electronic identity credentials under Part 6 of the Service Victoria Act

4. Whether the Act
provides an
adequate
regulatory
framework for the
provision of
identity verification
functions

The identity verification framework that Service Victoria operates
under is currently unclear and somewhat prescriptive. As digital
identity is a continuously changing area, any regulatory framework
should be minimally prescribed in legislation and instead rely on
guidance and standards which can be easily updated in response to
changes.

Currently, Part 6A of the Service Victoria Act sets out a detailed process for how an
electronic identity credential is applied for, reviewed, accepted and/or rejected. The
process described in legislation does not align neatly with how digital identity
verification occurs in practice. To future-proof the legislative framework for
technological change only the high-level functions and powers relating to identity
verification could be included in the Act.
Government could transition the technical components of issuing credentials under
the Act (specifically, large portions of Division 2, Part 6) to delegated instruments so
that they remain fit for purpose and can be updated efficiently in future. One option
would be to incorporate these components of the Act into the Identity Verification
Standards.
Recommendation 8 | Develop a broader Victorian identity strategy that establishes
Service Victoria as the key provider of digital identity credentials in Victoria while
planning for participation in the National System

5. Whether the Act
facilitates
participation in the
Commonwealth
identity framework

The specific nature of participation by Victoria in the National Digital
Identity System is still to be determined. However, stakeholder input
suggests that regardless of the nature of Victoria’s involvement, a
single identity approach should be adopted across Victoria., while
planning for participation in the National System.
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Term of Reference

Summary of insight across the Review

Final Recommendation
Recommendation 9 | Consider standardising the privacy and security standards
that apply to Service Victoria with those that apply across government

6. Whether the Act
enables Service
Victoria to provide
modern and
convenient services
while protecting
customer privacy
and security

Privacy and security for users and their data is of paramount
importance for Service Victoria. Stakeholders have noted the lack of
clarity for privacy and security matters that is presented by the
minimum standards in the Service Victoria Act. With a particular focus
being confusion about the application of the minimum standards in
light of existing privacy and security protections that apply to all
agencies in Victoria (this includes principles under the Privacy and
Data Protection Act 2014 (Vic) (PDP Act) and the Health Records Act
201 (Vic) (HR Act). If government wishes to have existing privacy and
security protections apply uniformly across Victoria, it could consider
removing the minimum standards in the Service Victoria Act to
achieve this.

The minimum standards set out in the Act present several barriers and inefficiencies
in Service Victoria’s ability to deliver and develop new digital services. In addition,
they currently create inconsistencies in how data is handled across government by
imposing additional requirements on the Service Victoria CEO, that do not apply to
other service agencies. It is not clear that the functions and role of Service Victoria
(and the data that it handles) present a higher risk to an individual’s privacy than
other high-transaction service agencies. Therefore, it may no longer be appropriate
that minimum standards exist in the Service Victoria Act in addition to the privacy
principles under the PDP Act and HR Act (the Information Privacy Principles (IPPs)
and Health Privacy Principles (HPPs), respectively).
The Government could consider removing section 21 to 24 (minimum standards on
customer service information and account information) and section 44 to 47
(minimum standards on identity verification) from the Service Victoria Act so that
Service Victoria can handle, use, and retain information in line with broader
government privacy protections. This will also support the development of a
consistent approach to privacy protections across Victoria.
The Review is aware of the new privacy risks that increased handling of account
information and customer service information by government raise. Further
engagement with Office of the Victorian Information Commissioner may indicate that
these types of information require special protections and safeguards. This could
include amendments or additions to the IPPs under the PDP Act or other privacy
protections that sit outside of the Service Victoria Act.
Recommendation 10 | Provide greater clarity on how IPPs (and where relevant
HPPs) should apply to information handling and sharing for digital services
Inefficiencies in the delivery of new functions may arise in future due to uncertainty in
how the IPPs are applied. To ensure the Victorian Government can deliver proactive
customer-centric services, changes to the PDP Act, HPP Act and IPPs may be required
to explicitly enable the use and disclosure of information beyond its original purpose
(for example, to pre-fill future forms for customers). These changes would be most
effective if accompanied by appropriate protections (such as consent, or minimum
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Term of Reference

Summary of insight across the Review

Final Recommendation
use clauses).5 Any changes should consider the implications for Service Victoria.
Alternatively, legislative amendments could be introduced into the Service Victoria
Act that enable Service Victoria to effectively use and disclose information for service
delivery purposes and clarifying how IPP 2 will apply to the delivery of shared
services and management of datasets on behalf of other agencies.
Recommendation 11 | Promote digital access and inclusion in service delivery by
Service Victoria

7. Whether the Act
provides adequate
consideration of
digital inclusion
and those who
cannot access
services through
Service Victoria

With the rapid growth of digital government services, there are
concerns at the widening digital divide and that those who cannot, or
struggle to, access services online, are supported and can continue to
access the services they require. There is nothing in the Service
Victoria Act to prevent Service Victoria providing accessible and
inclusive services and exploring the provision of omnichannel service
experiences.

8. The Victorian
Government’s
digital
transformation
agenda, including
Digital Victoria and
the Digital Strategy
and opportunities

Term of Reference 8 asks the Review to consider opportunities to
expand the ongoing role and remit of Service Victoria in delivering or
supporting digital services and to accelerate its use across
government. It also asks the Review to consider the Victorian
Government’s digital transformation agenda, including Digital
Victoria and the Digital Strategy as part of this analysis. This
consideration requires analysis that is significantly different to that
required for each of the other Terms of Reference. In particular, it

As more services are transitioned online, there are further opportunities to enable
Service Victoria to reduce the digital divide and support Victorians to engage with
government digitally. The Victorian Government should consider the role of Service
Victoria in supporting customers online and offline. This may include expanding
Service Victoria’s functions to provide a coordinated customer support channel
and/or contact centres for existing and new services delivered by Service Victoria. It is
not clear that these functions need to be prescribed for Service Victoria to deliver
customer service contact centres.

Recommendation 12 | Monitor alignment of the Service Victoria Act with the
Digital Strategy and with emerging best practice and community expectations for
an agency like Service Victoria, amending the Act, as required, to ensure it
supports and enables the vision of the Digital Strategy and aligns with emerging
best practice and community expectations
It is currently unclear whether the Service Victoria Act, as amended by the
Amendment Act, gives effect to the Government’s vision outlined in the Second
Reading Speech to the Amendment Act.6 Insufficient evidence is available to the

5

Data Availability and Transparency Act 2022, s 16B

6

Parliament of Victoria, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly (Second Reading Speech for Service Victoria Amendment Act), 17 November 2021
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Term of Reference
to expand the
ongoing role and
remit of Service
Victoria in
delivering or
supporting digital
services and to
accelerate its use
across government

Summary of insight across the Review

Final Recommendation

requires exploration of opportunities for expansion of the role and
remit of Service Victoria and to accelerate its use.

Review to determine whether the Service Victoria Act, as amended, is able to support
the vision of the Digital Strategy.

The Government has indicated that in the future, Service Victoria
should support the vision of the Digital Strategy. The Service Victoria
Act was recently amended, and many of the amendments will further
enable Service Victoria to achieve this vision.

In the 12 to 24-month period following the conclusion of the Review, Service Victoria
should collect evidence on its ability – under its current legislative framework – to
properly support the Digital Strategy. Following this 12 to 24-month period, Service
Victoria should provide a report to the Minister for Government Services advising the
Minister on the ability of Service Victoria to properly support the Digital Strategy
within its current legislative framework. This report should also contain
recommendations on proposed amendments to the Service Victoria Act that could
better enable Service Victoria to support the Digital Strategy, if required. Reporting
by Service Victoria should occur after clear guidance on the role of Service Victoria is
developed (see Recommendation 3).

The effect of the Service Victoria Act, as amended, should be carefully
monitored over time. To the extent that it does not best enable
Service Victoria to support the vision for the Digital Strategy, the
Service Victoria Act should be amended.
In addition, the changes to the Service Victoria Act made through the
Service Victoria Amendment Act appear to the review to be focused
on improving the operation of Service Victoria ‘as is’. That is, they do
not seek to substantially alter or redefine the function or focus of the
organisation. Given the scope and focus of the review, it could not
conclusively establish whether the focus and scope for Service
Victoria permitted under the Service Victoria Act is sufficient to meet
international best practice and/or community expectations for a
digital service delivery agency. However, to the extent that Service
Victoria does not meet international best practice and/or community
expectations for a digital service delivery agency, the review
considers that the Service Victoria Act (or the policy guidance given
to the agency by Government) should be amended to reflect this.

Over this same, Service Victoria should collect insights into the extent to which the
Service Victoria Act (and the policy guidance it has received from Government)
enables it to function as a best practice digital service delivery agency and to meet
the expectations of the community. These insights should be incorporated into the
report outlined above in Recommendation 1. They should be accompanied by
suggestions for any further amendments to the Service Victoria Act that are
supported by these insights. The appropriate person or entity to undertake this
review should be a policy decision for Government in implementing the
recommendations.

Therefore, whenever the effect or terms of the Service Victoria Act are
reviewed or amended by government, any such review should
consider whether or not Service Victoria meets international best
practice and/or community expectations for a digital service delivery
agency.
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Term of Reference

9. Whether Service
Victoria’s
governance
structure as an
administrative
office is the most
appropriate

Summary of insight across the Review
The appropriate government structure for Service Victoria strongly
depends on its future functions and role. A focus of this report has
been to consider the most appropriate institutional governance
arrangements for Service Victoria depending on the future vision and
expanded role and remit for Service Victoria. This assessment has
been undertaken with reference to the Victorian Public Sectors Legal
Form and Governance Arrangements for Public Entities.7

N/A

Ultimately, the Review is comfortable that the current administrative
structure of Service Victoria is appropriate for its current direction
and focus. However, if this direction and focus changes, the structure
underpinning Service Victoria must be reconsidered to ensure that it
remains appropriate.

10. Findings and
recommendations
from the Victorian
Auditor-General’s
Office (VAGO)
report

The VAGO report considered a range of challenges related to the
establishment and initial operations of Service Victoria and the
performance of the Service Victoria Act. The Review considers that
most of these challenges have been addressed by work and
legislative amendments subsequent to the VAGO report.

11. Comparison to
other regulatory
and legislative
frameworks

Throughout the report, the Review has drawn on the experiences of
other jurisdictions and their legislative frameworks. This has informed
our recommendations for the future role and remit of Service
Victoria, the privacy and security parameters and digital inclusion and
accessibility. This report also provides a number of detailed countrybased case studies at Appendix C.

N/A

12. Any proposed
reforms by the
government to the
Service Victoria Act

As at the time of drafting, there are no current reforms proposed by
the Government to the Service Victoria Act. Previous changes, made
through the Service Victoria Amendment Act, are considered in the

N/A

7

N/A

Victorian Public Sector Commission, Legal Form and Governance Arrangements for Public Entities <https://vpsc.vic.gov.au/wp-content/pdf-download.php?postid=5131>
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Term of Reference

Summary of insight across the Review

Final Recommendation

Review’s analysis for Term of Reference 1.
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1 Framework for the Review
The Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic) (Service Victoria Act or the Act) provides the authority under which
Service Victoria delivers and supports digital government services in Victoria. Section 57 of the Act
requires the Minister for Government Services to commission an independent review of the operation of
the Act to be undertaken as soon as possible after the third anniversary of its commencement.
The Hon Danny Pearson MP, in his capacity as Minister for Government Services, has appointed Dr Claire
Noone to lead the independent review (the Review). Dr Noone is supported in conducting the Review by
Nous Group (Nous) acting as secretariat. This is the first broad based review of the Service Victoria Act
since its adoption in 2018. The scope of the Review is guided by Terms of Reference (set out at Appendix
A) that specifies 13 areas for the Review to consider and address.
This report provides final recommendation on each of the Terms of Reference for the Review. In doing so,
this report provides recommendations on how to improve the operation of the Act, support the Victorian
Government’s digital transformation agenda, and simplify the Act where appropriate.

1.1 Approach to the Review
The Review used a research-based methodology that was guided by an analytical framework and detailed
lines of enquiry that tested each of the elements of the analytical framework and Terms of Reference.

Analytical framework for review
Over the course of the Review, an analytical framework was developed and refined to guide analysis
against each of the Terms of Reference. This framework was informed by best practice research,
interjurisdictional analysis and stakeholder consultations. Our analytical framework is founded on the
future vision for Service Victoria (as guided by Victoria’s digital transformation agenda) and Service
Victoria’s legislative framework.
The analytical framework is described in Figure 1.
Figure 1 | Analytical framework for the Review
POLICY INTENT & PURPOSE

ROLE AND REMIT OF SERVICE VICTORIA TO DELIVER AND SUPPORT DIGITAL SERVICES IN VICTORIA

How

What

FUNCTIONS & POWERS

DIGITAL SERVICE DELIVERY

BACK-END SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT

IDENTITY VERIFICATION

MECHANISMS THAT ENABLE SERVICE VICTORIA TO DELIVER FUNCTIONS

OPERATION OF THE ACT
PRIVACY AND SECURITY

DIGITAL ACCESS AND INCLUSION

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

GOVERNANCE & ENABLERS
INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
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This report addressed all elements of the analytical framework and maps each Term of Reference to the
different components of the framework. This is shown in Figure 22 below.
Figure 2 | Mapping of Terms of Reference against analytical framework

Two Terms of Reference are explored across the analytical framework these are:
•

Term of Reference 11 | Comparison with the regulatory and legislative frameworks supporting similar
bodies to Service Victoria providing government services in other jurisdictions

•

Term of Reference 13 | Any other matter the reviewer considers appropriate for inclusion in the
Review.
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Lines of enquiry
As per the Terms of Reference, the intention of this report is to provide recommendations on how to
improve the operation of the Act, support the Victorian Government’s digital transformation agenda, and
simplify the Act where appropriate. The Review developed the following lines of enquiry to answer these
questions:
Policy intent and purpose
•

After the passage of the Service Victoria Amendment Act, what is the role and remit of Service
Victoria?

•

What is the future vision for Service Victoria and how does its role and remit need to be expanded to
meet that vision?

•

How could the Service Victoria Act further support Victoria’s Digital Strategy?

Functions and powers
•

•

What functions and powers does Service Victoria require to effectively and efficiently deliver digital
services?
•

What are the existing limitations in the Act to enable these functions and powers?

•

How best should Service Victoria’s functions and powers enable Service Victoria to deliver digital
services that can flexibly meet the needs and priorities of the Government?

What is the most appropriate regulatory framework for identity verification?
•

How does the current regulatory framework for identity verification operate? What, if any,
limitations does the current approach present?

•

What is the current approach taken by the Australian Government to identity verification, and how
could Service Victoria align itself to this approach?

•

Will Victoria’s current identity verification framework enable it to respond to future changes in
policy, and technological advances?

Operation of the Act
•

•

•

What are the appropriate measures to protect privacy and security in the delivery of modern and
convenient services?
•

How does the Act manage privacy and does this approach prevent the delivery of modern and
convenient services?

•

How are other jurisdictions considering information sharing and privacy protections in light of
digital services?

How should the Act consider digital access and inclusion?
•

What is Service Victoria’s current ability to deliver services that are inclusive and accessible?

•

Are there legislative barriers to Service Victoria delivering inclusive and accessible services?

•

Are there other considerations that could enable greater accessibility and inclusivity of
government services, as they continue to transition to online modes?

•

What is the role for Service Victoria in supporting those who may be unable, or have difficulty
accessing services online?

Do any other operational matters require consideration, including recommendations from VAGO?

Governance and enablers
•

Based on the functions and powers of Service Victoria, what is the most appropriate institutional
governance arrangement?
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•

What are the key design criteria for determining the most appropriate institutional governance
arrangement?

•

What does good practice suggest is the most appropriate arrangement considering the entity’s
functions and powers?
•

What are the institutional governance arrangements for similar entities?

Our research
Our research included a comprehensive document review and literature search, analysis and stakeholder
engagement. In summary, the Review:
•

Analysed over 100 documents (including policy briefs and reports) relating to Service Victoria, Digital
Victoria and aspects of the digital transformation of Victoria.

•

Conducted detailed analysis of the Service Victoria Act, the Service Victoria Amendment Act, and other
bills and legislation and the history and background to the Act.

•

Undertaken best practice research, drawing on international and domestic sources.

•

Considered domestic and international case studies (including organisation structures and enabling
legislation) to obtain insights into alternate models for digital service delivery by government.

•

Engaged with over 40 stakeholders from across the Victorian Public Sector (VPS) and in the NSW
public service to understand matters relating to each of the Terms of Reference.

This research has enabled the Review to develop a detailed understanding of the current and potential
future role and remit for Service Victoria.

1.2 The structure of this report
The lines of enquiry guide the structure of this report. Sections 2 to 7 are structured around the analytical
framework set out in Figure 12 and are summarised below:
Sections 2 draws on A Future-ready Victoria: Victorian Government Digital Strategy 2021 – 2026 (the
Digital Strategy) and Victoria’s position on digital transformation to consider Service Victoria’s position in
it. It notes the recent reforms that have occurred to the Act to enable it to support the outcomes of the
digital strategy. This section also notes some other technical amendments that have been raised across
this Review that may need to be considered after the effect of the amendments have been realised, and
appropriately reviewed.
Section 3 analyses the future functions and powers that Service Victoria will require to deliver its intent
and purpose and support Victoria’s digital transformation. It then considers what change is required to
enable these functions and ensure that Service Victoria remains flexible to adapt to ongoing changes and
to continually meet government and community expectations.
Section 4 explores the regulatory framework for identity verification functions in Victoria and whether it
remains appropriate. It considers the National Digital Identity System (NDIS) and Commonwealth
framework, the different ways Service Victoria could align with the framework and what the legislative
implications would be. It then considers the current identity verification framework as set out in the Service
Victoria Act and whether it remains fit for purpose and adaptable to technological advances.
Section 5 considers the operation of the Service Victoria Act, that includes how the Act can operate in
relation to: privacy and security and digital access and inclusion. Accessibility and appropriate privacy and
security protections for digital services will affect how customers engage and trust digital government
services. This section explores what, if any, legislative barriers there are to achieving accessible and secure
services. This section also explores the implications of the VAGO report Service Victoria – Digital Delivery of
Government Services.
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Section 6 explores the most appropriate institutional governance arrangements, drawing on the future
functions, powers and vision for Service Victoria. This section analyses the key features of different
institutional governance structures including – funding, independence, branding, and flexibility. It then
compares the key functions of Service Victoria against each feature to determine whether its current
structure is appropriate and the institutional governance arrangements that can best enable Service
Victoria’s future role and remit.
Section 7 considers how the Service Victoria Act may need to evolve into the future to best meet the
needs of Government and of the public. This section highlights that there is a need for the Service Victoria
Act to align with and enable Government’s broader goals related to digital transformation in Victoria. It
notes that recent amendments to the Service Victoria Act sought to drive this alignment, but their impact
is not yet clear. It also establishes that further legislative and operational change may be appropriate for
Service Victoria and that this should be carefully considered over the next few years.
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2 Policy intent and purpose for a future digital
Victoria and Service Victoria’s role in it
Digital technology is fundamentally reshaping how people live their lives and interact with one another. As
a result, citizens are expecting government services to meet the standards set by the private sector.8
Artificial intelligence (AI) and other technological advances are requiring governments to reconsider how
they engage with their citizens.9 Increased use of automated decision-making and self-serve options are
also driving a shift in how users experience government interactions.10
To continue to meet the expectations of its citizens, Victoria must openly embrace digitisation in aspects
of government and its interactions with citizens and businesses. 11 The Victorian Government has
introduced a number of initiatives, and made policy announcements, to accelerate Victoria’s digital
transformation. Specifically, Victoria’s Digital Strategy, A Future-ready Victoria: Victorian Government
Digital Strategy 2021 – 2026,12 (the Digital Strategy) provides a clear articulation of the Victorian
Government’s vision for a future ‘digital Victoria’, of which Service Victoria will play a key role.
The Terms of Reference for the Review ask it to consider, at Term of Reference 12, Any proposed reforms
by the Victoria Government to the Service Victoria Act, and at Term of Reference 2, Opportunities to make
technical amendments to enable Service Victoria to deliver services in a more timely, efficient and costeffective manner. This section of the report considers the role of Service Victoria, as well as the impact of
recent legislative amendments on helping Service Victoria13 to best fulfill that role. It also considers how
government should approach considering further technical amendments to the Service Victoria Act.

2.1 Service Victoria’s role in Victoria’s digital strategy and vision
for digital transformation
Victoria’s future is one where digital is embedded in all aspects of government and its interactions with
citizens and businesses. 14 This future vision is set out in the Digital Strategy across three key pillars:
•

Better, fairer, more accessible services

•

A digital ready public sector

•

A thriving digital economy

Within these pillars the Digital Strategy specifies several outcomes to be achieved. These relate to, among
other factors: accelerating the transition of government services toward digital modes of delivery;
supporting agencies to develop and use common, flexible, platforms and systems; empowering

Australian Government Digital Transformation Agency, Corporate Plan 2018–22, https://www.dta.gov.au/about-us/reportingand-plans/corporate-plans/corporate-plan-2018-22.
9
Anneke Zuiderwijk et al, Implications of the use of artificial intelligence in public governance: a systematic literature review and
a research agenda, Government Information Quarterly 38, 2021, p.10
10
Jamie Berryhill et all, Hello, World - Artificial intelligence and its use in the public sector, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (2019) <https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/726fd39den.pdf?expires=1643062790&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=AA4EFFAF96992330DD744810D003AC59>.
11
Victoria State Government, A future-ready Victoria: Victorian Government Digital Strategy 2021-2026, 19 November 2021 <
https://www.vic.gov.au/a-future-ready-victoria>.
12
Victoria State Government, A future-ready Victoria: Victorian Government Digital Strategy 2021-2026, 19 November 2021 <
https://www.vic.gov.au/a-future-ready-victoria>.
13
At points in this report, Service Victoria is referred to as an ‘agency’
14
Victoria State Government, A future-ready Victoria: Victorian Government Digital Strategy 2021-2026, 19 November 2021 <
https://www.vic.gov.au/a-future-ready-victoria> p.4
8
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government to leverage and create digital solutions; increasing connections between government
processes; and, promoting seamless interactions between business and government. 15
Service Victoria will play a key role in delivering on Victoria’s future digital strategy. From its inception,
Service Victoria was intended to be a key delivery arm in making it ‘faster, more convenient and simpler’ 16
for people to interact with government through providing a ‘centralised and streamlined digital platform
for individuals and businesses’17 to access government services. Government stated that the Service
Victoria Act constituted ‘another step closer to streamlined and improved access to government services’18.
Finally, it was intended that Service Victoria would be responsible for the delivery of customer service
functions which have a large impact on people’s lives.
The Victorian Government has consistently emphasised Service Victoria’s role in transforming and
modernising the State’s approach to digital services. The Second Reading Speech for the Service Victoria
Amendment Bill 2021 (the Amendment Bill) provides a clear articulation of Service Victoria’s role, stating
that the Service Victoria will support:
‘the upcoming Victorian Government Digital Strategy 2021–2026 to make life and business
accessible, easy, fairer, connected and inclusive for all Victorians now and into the future’ 19.
Service Victoria currently supports the objectives of the Digital Strategy by delivering over 40 digital
transactions. These include: capturing information; processing payments; and, communicating outcomes
regarding a range of applications, licences and permits across a range of departments. Service Victoria has
also been able to support agencies with technology solutions that are designed by Service Victoria and
then given and incorporated into the systems of other agencies.
To date, Service Victoria has experienced challenges in supporting the move by agencies towards meeting
the objectives of the Digital Strategy. Limitations in the Service Victoria Act historically limited the ability of
the agency to deliver certain services and provide particular supports that agencies required. However, the
passage of the Amendment Act has removed many of these limitations. This better enables Service
Victoria to meet the policy goals of government as outlined in the Digital Strategy. This is described below.

2.2 The Service Victoria Act has been subject to recent
substantive reform
The recent Amendment Act aims to address many of the technical issues that previously limited Service
Victoria from delivering digital services efficiently and effectively. The intention of the Amendment Act is
to reduce the complexity of engaging with Service Victoria and enable Service Victoria to ‘expediently
deliver services to Victorians on its online platform and to deliver digital service delivery’ and meet
increasing expectations and demands for digital services from Victorians.20
As amended, the Service Victoria Act will now:
•

Expand the scope of the customer service functions and identity verification functions that can be
conferred on, and performed by, Service Victoria beyond those that are ‘conferred under an
enactment’, including non-statutory functions and functions on behalf of other non-Victorian

Victoria State Government, Digital Revolution Making Life Easier For Victorians, 24 November 2020 <
https://www.premier.vic.gov.au/digital-revolution-making-life-easier-victorians>
16
Victoria, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 1 November 2017, p. 3576 (Martin Pakula MP)
17
ibid
18
Victoria State Government, Service Victoria Another Step Closer, 1 November 2017 <https://www.premier.vic.gov.au/servicevictoria-another-step-closer/>
19
Victoria, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 17 November 2021, p. 4573
15

20

ibid
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Government agencies.21 This addresses current barriers in the narrow scope of services that Service
Victoria was previously able to deliver.
•

Provide clarity around the ability of Service Victoria to deliver licences and authorisations in the
form of digital tokens to citizens and businesses which can be relied upon as a an authority or official
information document (i.e., licence).22 This allows Service Victoria to provide a series of government
and business interactions through its central platform and will substantially reduce the time required
to obtain licences, permits and other authorisation documents for businesses.

•

Provide Service Victoria with a ‘flexible toolkit’ to deliver functions on behalf of others (including
under delegation, authorisations, agreement or ministerial direction).23 This increases the agility of
Service Victoria to respond to new service demands as they arise as their authority to deliver a service
can be enabled more quickly through delegation, authorisations, agreement or ministerial direction
(which will provide substantive efficiencies compared to existing transfer regulations).

•

Expand the ability of Service Victoria to use, disclose or retain data for the purposes of more
efficiently and effectively delivering services. For example, by agreement the Service Victoria CEO will
now be able to hold segregated databases on behalf of other agencies.24 In addition, Service Victoria
can now retain customer information until the later of: the information is no longer required to
perform a function under the Act; or any other period required by law.25 Previously Service Victoria
could only hold information until the earlier of receiving notification from the service agency that the
transaction to which the information related was complete, or any other period required by law.

•

Enable the use of temporary electronic identity credentials to be used for multiple functions under
one transaction.26 This allows users to use a temporary electronic identity, for example, to register for
a National Disability Insurance Scheme worker screening check (identity verification function 1) and
complete a Disability Worker registration form (identity verification function 2) as part of a combined
application without having to reverify their identity and create a new electronic identity credential (as
was previously required under the Act).27

Together, these amendments are expected to make it easier for Service Victoria to work across
government and deliver a broad scope of services. For example, with the amendments, Service Victoria will
be able to develop new personalised bundled services for businesses and individuals that align to ‘life
events’ such as births, deaths and marriages.28 Overall, these amendments are designed to make Service
Victoria a more fit for purpose agency. A summary of the updated legislative framework is provided at
Appendix A).
Given the Amendment Act has only just been commenced, it is not yet clear if services will be able to be
delivered more efficiently and effectively. This lack of clarity also makes it difficult to determine what
further technical amendments to the Service Victoria Act may be required. To address this uncertainty,
ongoing monitoring of the impact of these changes will be required – along with a formal review of their
impact.
In addition, the amendments focused on technical issues within Service Victoria’s existing role and remit.
This report considers other broader opportunities for amendment that may be required to ensure Service
21

Explanatory Memorandum, Service Victoria Amendment Bill (Vic), specific amendments largely relate to the definitions
under section 3 of the Principal Act
22
Namely, amendments to the definitions under section 3 and the newly inserted Part 5A of the Service Victoria Act
23
Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), Part 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B and 3C
24
Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), Part 6A
25
26

27

Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), section 24 and 47
Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), section 29
Explanatory Memorandum, Service Victoria Amendment Bill (Vic), p.36

28

Victoria State Government, A future-ready Victoria: Victorian Government Digital Strategy 2021-2026, 19 November 2021, p.
29; New Zealand Government, Birth of a Child Life Event, https://snapshot.ict.govt.nz/resources/digital-ictarchive/static/localhost_8000/programmes-and-initiatives/government-service-innovation/easier-access-to-governmentservices/birth-of-a-child-life-event/index.html.
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Victoria remains flexible and adaptive to changes in policy and/or technical advances. Opportunities and
recommendations for further reforms to the Service Victoria Act are described across Sections 3 to 6.
Recommendation 1 | Monitor and then review the impact of the Service Victoria Amendment Act
The collection of insights into the performance of the amendments to the Service Victoria Act would
allow their impact to be considered over time. This would allow for the comparison of the performance of
Service Victoria prior to and following the introduction of the amendments set out in the Service Victoria
Amendment Act.
This data could then support a formal review of the performance of the amendments set out in the
Amendment Act. Such a review would provide the most value if conducted between 12 and 24 months
after the passage of the Amendment Act.

2.3 Potential further technical amendments
Term of Reference 2 asks the Review to consider opportunities to make technical amendments to enable
Service Victoria to deliver services in a more timely, efficient and cost-effective manner. The recent
Amendment Act addressed many issues that were raised in consultation for this Review. However, through
stakeholder consultation and desktop analysis, two additional areas of technical amendment have been
identified:
•

Service Victoria cannot deliver services in partnership with non-government entities – this issue has
been raised by stakeholders throughout the Review. Although it has been a focus of stakeholder
commentary, no examples have been provided of where this limitation has prevented Service Victoria
from delivering a particular service to date. However, as the role and remit of Service Victoria expands
in supporting efficiencies in digital services and enhanced customer experience, there may be a
greater need for business partnerships. For example, Service Victoria is currently unable to establish a
partnership with Australia Post. Australia Post however currently delivers Police Checks and Digital IDs
which are relied on and used by service agencies. In the future, information may need to be shared
from these service offerings into the Service Victoria platform. Currently this is not possible under the
Act. This differs from other jurisdictions, such as NSW, where Service NSW is enabled through its
legislation to enter into agreements ‘with a person other than a government agency or other
government’ to deliver customer service functions as prescribed in the Act or accompanying
regulations.29

•

Technical issues with Part 6A may prevent Service Victoria and other service agencies from realising
the benefits of shared databases. Specifically, section 47C only allows Service Victoria to access
information in a service agency database for a specific purpose. Section 47C is drafted in a narrow
way, for example it allows accessing information to perform a function under the Act, but only if it is
‘related to the purpose for which the database is established and maintained’. It is not yet clear what
purposes this will allow and whether they will be broad enough to enable Service Victoria to use and
share information as envisaged in the Digital Strategy (i.e., support shared back-end services and
platforms).30 In addition, some stakeholders indicate that the process of creating a service agency
database is also limiting as it requires both an agreement with a relevant agency, and also the

Service NSW (One-stop Access to Government Services) Act 2013 (NSW), section 10
Victoria State Government, A future-ready Victoria: Victorian Government Digital Strategy 2021-2026, 19 November 2021 <
https://www.vic.gov.au/a-future-ready-victoria> p. 33.
29
30
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approval of Service Victoria’s Minister.31 This two-pronged approval process may create uncertainty in
the authorising environment about whether new databases will be endorsed.
In providing feedback to this report, Service Victoria raised other newly emerging technical issues with the
Service Victoria Act which may require further consideration. These include:
•

The new provisions allowing Service Victoria to perform functions by agreement is defined as
customer service functions or identity verification functions ‘of the service agency’.32 Stakeholders note
it is unclear whether some new functions, such as introducing digital licences with QR codes, will be
included in this definition and thereby able to be delivered by Service Victoria under this mechanism.

•

Agreements to deliver functions need to be between the Service Victoria CEO and the head of a
service agency, or an authorised representative.33 Stakeholders note some uncertainty about when a
representative is appropriately authorised.

•

Section 47A does not enable an authorised representative of a service agency to enter into an
agreement with the Service Victoria CEO, in some cases, stakeholders suggest it may be unduly timeconsuming to require the service agency head to enter into the agreement.

Recommendation 2 | Further technical amendments may be considered once the effect of the recent
amendments have been fully realised
The Government may want to consider further technical amendments to the Service Victoria Act to
enable Service Victoria to more effectively deliver digital services, and to future proof the agency for
potential future service demands. Specific technical amendments could include:
•

Enable Service Victoria to deliver functions in partnership with non-government entities. It is not clear
whether this can be enabled through ministerial direction to give it the necessary flexibility.

•

Consider what amendments may be required to section 47C to prevent any issues in Service Victoria
effectively supporting the establishment of shared back-end systems.

Whether these technical issues require amendment to the Act needs to be considered after a proper
analysis of the impact of the most recent Service Victoria Amendment Act.

31
32

33

Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), section 47A
Service Victoria Act 2018, section 9A(1) and 14A(1)
ibid
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3 Functions and powers for an effective and
efficient Service Victoria
The delivery of digital services can be broken down into several components (these are outlined in Figure
3 below). The Service Victoria Act must empower Service Victoria to perform all of the key components
effectively if it is to be successful as a digital service delivery agency. This section of the report considers
the functions and powers in the Service Victoria Act and whether they effectively and efficiently enable
Service Victoria to deliver all component functions of digital government services. In doing so, this section
responds directly to Term of Reference 1, Whether the Act adequately enables Service Victoria to deliver
government services effectively and efficiently. This section also addresses Term of Reference 2,
opportunities to make technical amendments to enable Service Victoria to deliver services in a more timely,
efficient and cost-effective manner, noting that these two Terms of Reference and not mutually exclusive,
and many of the comments and recommendations in this section relate to both.
Figure 3 | Component functions of digital services

1
2
3
4
5
6

TECHNICAL ADVICE AND GUIDANCE
Expertise in how service agencies can use and incorporate new technology and
practices to deliver digital services

COMMON TECHNOLOGY STACKS AND PRODUCTS
Products and digital capabilities that enable the efficient and integrated delivery of
digital services

DATA MANAGEMENT
The collection storage and management of information and data including any
type of list, source of intelligence statistics, lookups, or service catalogue datasets

IDENTITY VERIFICATION
The documentation and processes by which a person verifies they are who they say
they are and can access a given service

DELIVERY OF TRANSACTION SERVICES
Any number of administrative interactions between citizens and businesses and
government, including registrations, payments, licensing, and other authorisations.

INTEGRATION OF SERVICES THROUGH COMMON PLATFORM
The delivery of multiple services, digitally and in an aligned way, with a focus on
user experience and maximising outcomes for the citizen.

Currently, under the Act, Service Victoria can deliver each of these components partially (though there are
limits on fully meeting all six of the components). The Act permits Service Victoria to:
•

34

Provide advice and information on matters relating to customer service functions and identity
verification functions.34

Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), section 15(B)(f)
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•

Establish reusable components and products for other agencies, including payment gateways, police
checks and CRM functions.35

•

Store and manage data on segregated data bases.36

•

Deliver identity verification functions from other agencies or on behalf of government.37

•

Perform customer service functions and other functions through various mechanisms.38

•

Develop a degree of integration between different services performed by Service Victoria that are
delivered through the Service Victoria platform.

There are, however, limitations in how Service Victoria can deliver these components. This is described
below.

3.1 There are opportunities to provide clarity about the scope of
Service Victoria’s role and remit
Service Victoria as a key driver of digital transformation and digital service delivery requires a legislative
framework that enables it to deliver all components, effectively and efficiently. It is not clear whether the
current scope of Service Victoria’s functions enable it to deliver all components expected of a digital
service agency. For example:
•

The role of Service Victoria in providing technical advice on digitisation, as compared to what is in the
domain of Digital Victoria is not clear (see 3.1.1 below)

•

The minimal encouragement of Service Victoria’s reusable components prevents the greatest possible
return on investment from being realised from technology components and products (see 3.1.2 below)

•

There are uncertainties as to whether the Service Victoria Act enables the end-to-end delivery of some
customer service functions limiting the overall efficiency of service delivery by Service Victoria (see
3.1.3 below)

•

The Service Victoria Act may continue to limit Service Victoria’s ability to deliver and initiate service
improvements in its own right (see 3.1.4 below).

Each of the limitations is discussed below.

3.1.1 Clarifying the advice and guidance that Service Victoria provides
In the ‘A future-ready Victoria: Victorian Government Digital Strategy 2021-2026’ (the Digital Strategy) the
Government lays out a comprehensive agenda for digital transformation in Victoria. Delivering this
strategy will require agencies across the VPS to change how they approach digital service delivery and
customer service functions. Clear policy advice and implementation support will be required to enable
them to do so.
Responsibility for this support sits jointly across several parts of government. Digital Victoria has overall
responsibility for setting digital strategy for the VPS. Service Victoria and Cenitex are delivery partners that
support the execution of government policy. Service Victoria has deep technical service delivery and
platforms expertise. In many cases, the deep operational experience of Cenitex is also required to
guarantee the right outcomes are achieved. Cenitex, Digital Victoria and Service Victoria are partners in
Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), section 15 and Part 3C. Service Victoria can also deliver general technology stacks by virtue of
their administrative functions as an Administrative Office.
36
Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), Part 6A
37
Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), Part 3, 3A, 3B and 3C
38
Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), Part 2, 2A, 2B and 3C
35
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delivering on Victoria’s vision. There may be matters encountered by agencies in giving effect to the
digital strategy that will require sole input from Cenitex. However, there will be others which require input
from both Digital Victoria and Service Victoria (and potentially Cenitex), with the balance of effort between
them determined by the nature of the challenge at hand.
Giving effect to the Digital Strategy will require agencies to be supported in three key ways: they must
understand the desired direction for digital change and the opportunities that exist for their agency as
part of that change; they must have a clear understanding of the specific changes that are required for
their agency; and, they need support to implement those changes. To ensure efficiencies for government,
the direction for agencies must be set, and the opportunities and approaches to change considered, in
light of prior work completed and the tools and platforms that already exist. Both policy and operational
expertise is required to provide that support and make appropriate choices.
The current advisory and guidance roles of Service Victoria and Digital Victoria in respect of their peer
agencies are still emerging. At present, Digital Victoria has responsibility for scanning across the VPS to
identify areas where digital change is required and opportunities for how it can be made more consistent.
This work is completed through participation in the budget process, regular engagement with agencies
and a process of scanning the work and outcomes of agencies involved in existing digital transformation
projects to identify future opportunities.
Service Victoria takes on the more technical elements of digital transformation that supports this work. It
partners with Digital Victoria to support the preparation of advice to agencies on the opportunities for
digital transformation through Service Victoria, including reuse of existing tools and platforms that might
best support that change. It also works directly with agencies at a more operational level, helping to
translate strategic guidance on digital transformation into practical solutions, including relating to issues
around privacy, data collection and user experience.39 As part of this process, it feeds insights and
intelligence from its engagement with agencies to Digital Victoria to help it shape and focus its advice.
Agencies engaged as part of this Review comment that they do not yet have a clear understanding of
where they should seek specific advice for their digital transformation. They are concerned that there are
multiple points where they can engage and that they need to engage with Digital Victoria for more
strategic advice and with Service Victoria to receive more detailed implementation support. Some agency
stakeholders have also expressed a lack of clarity regarding the roles of Digital Victoria and Service
Victoria and what part they play in supporting digital transformation.
Digital service agencies in other jurisdictions are more clearly focused and better understood by
stakeholders. Australian Government agencies have a clear understanding that the Digital Transformation
Agency has the knowledge (and mandate) to provide them with end-to-end support relating to any digital
change. Similarly, in NSW the equivalent functions to both Digital Victoria and Service Victoria both exist
within the same department. Victorian stakeholders engaged as part of this project have highlighted that a
similar level of clarity and certainty is desirable for Victoria.
Section 15 of the Service Victoria Act provides limited guidance on the scope and nature of Service
Victoria’s ability to support peer agencies. The Service Victoria Act empowers the CEO of Service Victoria
to ‘provide advice and information on matters relating to customer service functions and identity verification
functions’40. This appears to provide a broad scope of powers to support Service Victoria’s current and
intended role. In addition, Service Victoria has the broad role to provide guidance and advice by virtue of
being an Administrative Office under the Public Administration Act 2004 (Vic) (Public Administration Act).

Of note, Service Victoria as the government’s customer service agency may also provide advice broader than digital
solutions. Stakeholders at Service Victoria note that often advice and guidance is provided on putting customers first in
government transactions and services.
40
Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), section 15.
39
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Recommendation 3 | Clarify the shared roles of Digital Victoria and Service Victoria, the specific areas
in which their roles differ and how both agencies are intended to work in practice
It is important for agencies to understand the respective – and joint – roles of Digital Victoria and Service
Victoria in supporting the digital transformation of the Victorian Public Sector. Government could
therefore prepare and publish guidance which clarifies the shared, joint and separate roles and
responsibilities of Digital Victoria and Service Victoria. This guidance would specify how the two agencies
are intended to work together to deliver digital transformation and change. It could also establish the
ways in which they should exchange information and direct the inquiries of agencies that approach them.
It should also be reviewed (and reissued if required) at least once every two years to ensure it remains
contemporary and fit for purpose.

3.1.2 Effective and efficient use of technology and products
A key concern for any investment made by government is ensuring it generates a reasonable return on
investment. In the case of information technology capabilities and systems, the return on a given
investment is generally higher the more times a system or capability can be reused, and the more users it
supports. Service Victoria was originally established and funded to deliver similar services on behalf of
multiple parts of the VPS, and to use the same technology stacks and products to do so. To the extent that
it has been unable to offer more services, its efficiency has been affected. 41
Engagement conducted by the Review highlights a need to accelerate the use of Service Victoria by VPS
agencies to ensure the technology it operates can be used most efficiently. Where technology stacks and
products can be reused agencies can save money and the value of the investment made by government in
their development is maximised.42 The uptake of common connected platforms can reduce complexity and
avoid duplication, enabling more seamless experiences for users who engage with government services.43
Capabilities that when built by government can and should be reused wherever possible include: online
payments; citizen communication; hosting and operating customer service transactions; and identity
verification.44 The central development and administration of these services allows for a more consistent
experience (for both citizens and agencies) to be rolled out faster and at a lower cost.45
Service Victoria has been somewhat successful in persuading agencies to use the reusable components it
offers. However, its reliance on persuasion appears to have restricted broad uptake of its offer. As a result,
this has restricted the scope of efficiencies Service Victoria delivers to government. Of note, a focus of the
Amendment Act was to make Service Victoria more accessible and appealing to service agencies.
Nevertheless, it is unclear if the amendments will, at this stage, lead to increased uptake.
Stakeholder consultations have highlighted a range of instances where Service Victoria’s reliance on
persuading agencies to use its services has led to actual or potential inefficiencies:

41

Victorian Auditor-General’s Office (VAGO), Service Victoria – Digital Delivery of Government Services, March 2021.

42

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Digital Government Strategies For Transforming Public
Services In the Welfare Areas, https://www.oecd.org/gov/digital-government/Digital-Government-Strategies-WelfareService.pdf, p. 18.
43

Victoria State Government, A future-ready Victoria: Victorian Government Digital Strategy 2021-2026, 19 November 2021, p.
15; Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), The OECD Digital Government Policy Framework,
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/f64fed2aen.pdf?expires=1642983528&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=B907CE2F925B00E1EA8D7C4AA90D0264, p. 35.
44
List of common-components of Government platforms are provided here: https://platformland.github.io/governmentcommon-platforms/data/common-platforms/
45
Richard Hope, Playbook: Government as a Platform, Harvard Kennedy School: Ash Centre for Democratic Governance and
Innovations, 2019 <https://ash.harvard.edu/files/ash/files/293091_hvd_ash_gvmnt_as_platform_v2.pdf> p. 4
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•

Stakeholders consistently raised the missed opportunity for reusable components and support in data
management for traditionally fragmented, offline government networks, including schools, hospital
networks and local councils. Most stakeholders engaged felt that incentives and encouragement for
agencies to use Service Victoria would improve the reuse of these components and support.

•

Stakeholders have flagged the existence of current administrative processes that would benefit from a
‘one size fits most’ digital solution. This includes fines payment or shared back-end systems to support
hospital administration, outreach to regulated parties and the issuing of social support grants, among
other opportunities. Stakeholders raising these examples highlighted the need for greater incentives
to use centralised government solutions, rather than individually contracting for support.

Encouraging, but not mandating, the use of Service Victoria represents a reasonable way to achieve these
efficiencies. Stakeholders across the VPS agree that mandating the use of any delivery provider – even a
government controlled one – should be avoided. This is because it risks limiting access to the most
appropriate solution in some circumstances. However, most stakeholders – including senior VPS leaders –
are comfortable with the idea of presumptions or other encouragements supporting the use of Service
Victoria.
To date, the Government has relied on less formal, or less public, approaches to encouraging the use of
Service Victoria. The Review notes instances of informal communications encouraging the use of Service
Victoria. The Review also understands that Ministers have, from time to time, suggested the use of Service
Victoria for certain projects.
The Review considers that this lack of formal guidance may limit the ability of Service Victoria to
encourage others to use its services. It also makes it easier for agencies to justify developing capabilities
that mirror those provided by Service Victoria, reducing the overall efficiency of Service Victoria as a
service and platform provider.
The Review notes that both Service Victoria and Digital Victoria are working to address this challenge –
with substantial success – through engagement with agencies and oversight of budget bids. However, the
Review considers that more formal guidance, issued publicly by the Government, would help to support
and expand these efforts.
Recommendation 4 | Issue guidance to encourage the use of Service Victoria to support digital service
delivery with a view to improving the reuse of tools and systems created by Service Victoria
Government should consider establishing and publishing an agreed approach to encouraging agencies
to draw on support from Service Victoria when agencies are: digitising current services; establishing new
services; when considering replacing the legacy processes or systems that support services; or, when
establishing new systems or processes that are designed for reuse (i.e. payment processing systems).
This program could be underpinned by a statement by Government encouraging the use of Service
Victoria where appropriate. Providing guidance that seeks to ensure that - where appropriate – critical,
high-volume, transactions are performed by Service Victoria. This statement and the accompanying
guidance would then be provided to all departments and agencies across the Victorian Public Service.
The guidance could, but need not be, made public.
If prepared, the statement and guidance would need to be reviewed, and if required, reissued at least
once every two years to ensure it remains contemporary and that it remains front of mind for
departments and agencies.
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3.1.3 Service Victoria cannot deliver all customer service functions end-toend
Many of the most significant benefits of digital service delivery are only available when one organisation
can deliver those services end-to-end.46 End-to-end delivery by one agency also removes the need for any
hand over points. This eliminates a requirement for two agencies to maintain digital systems or processes
in respect of the same transaction.
Currently, Service Victoria lacks the legal authority to deliver some digital services end-to-end (this
includes making decisions on customer eligibility and issuing licenses, permits and/or providing services).
Under the Service Victoria Act, decision-making functions cannot be transferred to Service Victoria, nor
can they be directed through the Ministerial directions power.47 The Act presumes Service Victoria will
perform transactional components of a service, such as accepting an application, with other agencies
receiving and making a decision on the application. In circumstances where Service Victoria delivers a
function through authorisations, it is intended that it can deliver the function end-to-end. However, in
many circumstances, particularly where the function is prescribed in the legislation of another service
agency, Service Victoria is unable to complete the transactions end-to-end. The inability for Service
Victoria to deliver functions end-to-end limits the efficiency of work done by Service Victoria to digitise
government services. Stakeholders – including representatives of agencies that work with Service Victoria
to deliver functions – have highlighted that this can result in inefficiencies. These include:
•

A requirement for multiple information technology systems (with systems maintained by both Service
Victoria and the VPS agency it is supporting) and the need for extensive work to be done to ensure
they communicate effectively.

•

Multiple layers of human input, both at Service Victoria and at the agencies they support.

•

Reductions in the level of efficiencies and time savings realised, as Service Victoria cannot automate
the full range of aspects of the process that may be possible.

In addition, as digital service delivery continues to embed automation, the distinction between the
transactional components and decision-making becomes blurred, making the distinction no longer fit for
purpose. Fully automated government transactions are already commonplace in Australia. For example,
the Australian Tax Office has developed a highly automated tax-return process where information and the
calculation of returns takes citizens only a few minutes. Where a transaction is adaptable to full
automation, the distinction between service delivery and service responsibility may cause confusion and
duplication.
Full-service automation can apply to a broad range of government interactions. The Review considers that
to rapidly roll out the delivery of seamless interactions, certain services could be fully automated and
delivered comprehensively by Service Victoria. These are services that:
•

Do not require review or individual assessment or are low-risk, i.e. for example the issuing of a simple
licence, document or grant can be done through automatically assessing all that all necessary
documentation is provided.48

•

Are high-volume in nature, or high burden to businesses or citizens, as these present the largest
barrier to delivering seamless, low touch digital services and should be the focus of the digital
transformation agenda.

46

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), The OECD Digital Government Policy Framework,
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/f64fed2aen.pdf?expires=1642983528&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=B907CE2F925B00E1EA8D7C4AA90D0264, p. 25.
47

Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), section 14F
Of note, not all licences will fall into this category, some may continue to require manual assessment for compliance with
unclear statutory criteria.
48
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Are commonly bundled from a user perspective (for example, services that relate to selling a house, or
paying your bills) to enable Service Victoria to deliver cross-agency platforms and personalised user
journeys.

•

This aligns with the perspectives of stakeholders in central agencies and government departments. These
stakeholders have indicated that there are circumstances in which it would be desirable for a customer
service function to be performed end-to-end by Service Victoria, including reasons of efficiency and
automation. One stakeholder notes that the fishing licences and other similar permits are examples where
the whole function could be performed by Service Victoria without any significant reduction in the quality
of decision making or outcomes.
Of note, Service NSW is empowered to issue authorities under its authorising legislation,49 by comparison
the Service Victoria Act only allows Service Victoria to deliver a document issued by someone else. Some
stakeholders note that this enables Service NSW to better deliver end-to-end functions. However,
engagement with Service NSW highlighted limitations with the delivery of functions in its own right (i.e.,
functions that it can initiate) and that an expansion of the agency’s legislative powers to enable
comprehensive delivery would be desirable for both Service NSW and government agencies. The benefit
to citizens in providing streamlined, integrated services was highlighted as a key advantage of this
expansion of powers.
Recommendation 5 | Ensure mechanisms are in place to enable Service Victoria to deliver more
services end-to-end
To promote the most efficient and effective ways of working Service Victoria needs be able to administer
specific administrative transactions and customer service functions end-to-end (including decisionmaking). Advice from the Department of Premier and Cabinet indicates that Service Victoria may be able
to deliver some functions end-to-end as a result of the recent Amendment Act (for example, while the
Ministerial Directions power has not been tested, it should enable the Minister to direct Service Victoria
to deliver a function, including the decision-making component, where the power is not a statutory
power). A review of the recent amendments (described in Recommendation 1) should consider whether
Service Victoria is able to deliver services end-to-end under the Service Victoria Act or whether further
reform is required.
Any future amendments to Service Victoria’s functions should empower Service Victoria to, when
requested, deliver any service transferred to it end-to-end without requiring any input or oversight by the
agency who previously performed the function. This would enable Service Victoria to, for example, issue a
licence for a particular activity in its own right, and not just be the custodian and processing service for
the licence application. This would require oversight, but the mechanism for that oversight is a matter for
government to decide.
Limits should be placed on these powers in respect of decisions which require complex judgements of
the character or circumstance of applicants, or that have potential to affect third parties. (i.e., the issue of
a firearms licence, a planning application).
Policy development and determining the criteria for decision-making would remain the responsibility of
the relevant department or agency in collaboration with the relevant service agency.

49

Service NSW (One-stop Access to Government Services) Act 2013 (NSW), section 5(b)
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3.1.4 Service Victoria is not clearly enabled to deliver future-focused
advancements in digital services
The Service Victoria Act enables Service Victoria to deliver a broad scope of digital services. This includes
any customer service function or identity verification function that is transferred by regulation or given to
it through agreement, delegation or authorisations.50 The definitions of customer service function and
identity verification functions are prescribed in regulations and so can expand and change over time.51
Service Victoria is also enabled to delivery functions related to a government service (not limited to the
definition of customer service or identity verification) where they are directed by the Minister to do so, or
through authorisations.52 The Act gives the Service Victoria a broad scope to respond to new service
expectations and the need of government. For example, Service Victoria can adapt and quickly respond to
government circumstances (i.e., the need to establish a check-in app or central disaster support service)
through ministerial directions.53
Service Victoria can, in practice, approach service agencies or brief a Minister to propose to deliver certain
transactions. However, Service Victoria does not have a clear legislative remit to deliver service initiatives in
its own right. Any service or improvement must be initiated by a third-party (be it a service agency or
Minister) for Service Victoria to deliver it. In many cases (even where a ministerial direction is used) this
process remains complex and time-consuming, with several administrative steps and points of approval.
There are several examples where Service Victoria may wish to develop a bundled service offering in its
platform to provide customers a better experience. For example, when building a home, a person has to
interact with multiple state and local government services – from receiving planning approval, to checking
their builder’s registration. Service Victoria can play a greater role in supporting consumers by
streamlining and bundling these services to reflect common customer journeys. To enable this, Service
Victoria needs to be able to initiate development of a service offering.
By virtue of being able to deliver only those services that are transferred, delegated, directed to it, or
performed by agreement, Service Victoria is not in a position to be the default customer service delivery
agency across government. This prevents Service Victoria from forward planning or innovating new service
design ideas, as it remains driven by what others request. In the future, as Service Victoria expands its
service offering to respond to future service needs, it may need the ability to initiate services. This may
require changes to the Act, to make clear that Service Victoria has an inherent head of power to deliver
administrative functions and can initiate functions where appropriate. Where relevant, consultation with
the responsible Minister, or agency will need to occur before Service Victoria delivers the service
improvement.
Customer interests are not best served when government is unable to work seamlessly and cohesively.
Ultimately, Service Victoria is a part of the Victorian Government. Provided appropriate privacy and
security measures are in place, there are likely to be considerably advantages where all newly created
digital services are provided by Service Victoria or through platforms administered by Service Victoria
where this brings like services together. Reducing the barriers to Service Victoria performing the broadest
range of functions is therefore important.

Note that Service Victoria is assumed to be a delegable entity prescribed in any other legislation. This is limited to where the
legislation permits delegation of a particular function.
51
Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), section 58
52
Note that the operation of the Ministerial Directions power is yet to be tested. Advice from Service Victoria indicates that it
may only apply to non-statutory functions.
50

53

Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), part 3C
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Recommendation 6 | Consider options to clarify Service Victoria's role in initiating service
improvements in their own right
Service Victoria should have the flexibility and power to initiate service improvements, in particular to
support bundled services for customers. This may involve legislative change to Service Victoria’s functions
and powers to make clear it can initiate service improvements in its own right. It is possible (but currently
unclear) whether the Amendment Act will enable Service Victoria to deliver a broader scope of functions,
without relying on transfer mechanisms. Further changes to any functions and powers should be
considered when the implications and effect of the Amendment Act have been realised and reviewed (see
Recommendation 1).

4 An improved identity verification framework is a
critical component of an effective and efficient
Service Victoria Act
The rapid expansion of digital services will inevitably increase the use and expectations for digital identity
verification. Term of Reference 4 asks Whether the Act provides an adequate regulatory framework for the
provision of identity verification functions by the Service Victoria CEO. This section explores what changes
might be required to the Service Victoria Act to ensure an appropriate framework for identity verification
exists in Victoria. As part of this consideration, the report will also explore Term of Reference 5, Whether
the Act facilitates Victoria’s participation in the Commonwealth digital identity framework. This section
describes:
•

The current regulatory framework for identity verification under the Service Victoria Act

•

The National Digital Identity System and implications for alignment

•

Proposed recommendations to future proof and centralise Victoria’s regulatory framework for digital
identity.

Each is discussed below.

4.1 The Service Victoria Act currently sets out the regulatory
framework for identity verification
Service Victoria was the first Australian jurisdiction to develop a fully digital proof of identity product
involving biometrics and to legislate a framework for identity verification. The current framework for
identity verification is set out in Part 6 of the Service Victoria Act and is supported by identity Verification
Standards.54 Identity verification is defined in the Act as a function that requires:
•

An individual to provide information for the purpose of verifying the individual's identity

•

Information to be obtained for the purpose of verifying an individual's identity

•

The verification of an individual's identity

•

Any other identity verification function prescribed in regulation. 55

Service Victoria, Service Victoria Identity Verification Standards, 27 January 2022 < https://service.vic.gov.au/aboutus/service-victoria-identity-verification-standards>.
55
Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), section 3
54
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Identity verification functions can be delivered by Service Victoria under transfer regulations, delegations,
authorisations made by ministers and service agency heads, and agreements between the Service Victoria
CEO and service agency heads. The delivery of identity verification functions under the Service Victoria Act
is subject to Identity Verification Standards.56 Personal information collected while undertaking identity
verification functions is regulated by the minimum standards (discussed below in section 5.1) and also by
the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 (Vic) PDP Act and the Health Records Act 2001 (Vic) (HR Act).
The Identity Verification Standards set out four Levels of Assurance (LOAs) for identity verification
functions - each of which requires different types of identity documentation to be met. According to
Service Victoria, the Identity Verification Standards are considered an ‘extremely effective element of the
regulatory framework’ because they provide a flexible mechanism to direct and update the delivery of
identity functions and can be easily amended to meet new developments and expectations.57 Since being
first issued they have been amended four times to reflect increased service offerings.
Service Victoria embeds identity verification as part of the process for delivering a digital service or
enables partners to reuse the identity module within their own transactions. What this means is that you
only receive the identity you need for a particular service, when you apply for a service. If the customer
chooses to have an ongoing electronic identity credential, that identity can then be held and reused by
Service Victoria when an individual accesses other services provided through the Service Victoria platform.
Service Victoria’s identity verification capability includes:
•

Documents – scanning and technical verification for document security features against defined
security parameters, checks against the source record via integration with the Commonwealth’s
Document Verification Service and change of name verification.

•

Facial verification – technical algorithmic verification (likeness and liveness for 140 facial landmarks,
triangulated across all photo IDs provided) from high quality image sources.

•

Photo capture - passport-quality photo checks.

•

Fraud mitigation – checks against known fraudulent documents and deceased identities, and
deterrence through strong penalties under the Service Victoria Act.

The identity verification process has been built in such a way that it is reusable and can be quickly
integrated into new and existing services. Identity verification capabilities have been designed to interface
with the agency systems and processes outside of the Service Victoria platform. This allows for
circumstances where another agency will deliver a digital service itself but wishes to rely on Service
Victoria’s capabilities to incorporate digital identity verification. For example, Service Victoria is currently
partnering with Births Deaths and Marriages to use the identity verification capability as part of the
transactions on their website. Several service agencies note the benefit of identity verification product
capabilities delivered by Service Victoria to support their existing digital services.

4.2 The Australian Government is currently exploring digital
identity through a trust framework
The Australian Government is adopting a hybrid approach to digital identity that enables government and
non-government ID providers to participate as part of a National Digital Identity System (NDIS), of which
the Trusted Digital Identity Framework (TDIF) is a component. The NDIS sets out the rules and
requirements for participation and regulation of digital identity across Australia. Organisations can
participate in five ways:
Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), section 25
Since introducing the Identity Verification Standards the Minister has released four updated versions. The most recent
version was introduced in January 2022. Service Victoria has supported the Minister to make multiple version of the Standards
to keep them up to date.
56
57
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•

identity service provider,

•

credential service provider,

•

attribute service provider,

•

identity exchange, and/or

•

relying party.

Each is described in Figure 4 below.
Figure 4 | Types of participants in the system58

Accredited Participants will be required to be accredited and overseen by the proposed oversight
authority. Accredited participants will also be subject to stringent privacy and security requirements.
The system is based around identity exchanges. This operates as a double-blind where limited identifiable
data is shared between the identity provider, attribute provider, and the relying party. For example, an
individual will seek to access a service through a relying party. The relying party will then request that their
identity is confirmed from through an identity exchange, where the individual will select from an identity
provider connected to that exchange. The relying party who requests the information does not obtain
personal information, other than required attributes.59 In addition, the identity provider does not see
which relying party is requesting the information. This double-blind creates an additional layer of
protection as personal information is not shared across all the relevant participants.
Currently there are four components to the framework that are currently being revised following an
exposure draft in late 2021, these are:

Australian Government, system partners < https://www.digitalidentity.gov.au/system-partners>.
Australian Government, Digital Identity: Federation Onboarding Guidance, 2022
<https://www.digitalidentity.gov.au/sites/default/files/2022-04/TDIF%2006A%20Federation%20Onboarding%20Guidance%20%20Release%204.6%20%28Doc%20Version%201.2%29.pdf>.
58
59
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•

Trusted Digital Identity Bill60 which outlined the primary legislation for the system and set out the
accreditation scheme and regulatory framework, including the introduction of consumer safeguards,
privacy and security requirements, penalties for breaches and the establishment of a new regulatory
authority to enforce these requirements.

•

Trusted Digital Identity Framework accreditation rules61 proposed to sit alongside the Trusted Digital
Identity Bill and provide the standards to be met for onboarding and maintaining accreditation under
the TDIF.

•

Trusted Digital Identity rules will provide detail around matters such as record keeping, reporting,
and applications for onboarding.

•

Technical specifications which will be designed and developed by the oversight authority to respond
to ongoing technological changes to ensure digital identities remain secure and fit for purpose.

This framework is still under considerable discussion at the national and state level and may be subject to
change in the coming months, particularly noting a change of government at the Commonwealth level. In
addition, the intention of the framework is to consistently evolve to reflect changes in technology and
practice.

4.2.1 Service Victoria can engage with the NDIS in several ways, each with
legislative implications
The Terms of Reference for this Review specifically ask whether the Act facilitates Victoria’s participation in
the Commonwealth digital identity framework. Several stakeholders have made clear that the specifics of
the framework remain under development. Including, for example, how the charging framework for
identity verification will operate for jurisdictions currently providing the service free of charge.
Victoria’s participation in the NDIS remains an open policy question for the Government. However, the
different ways Victoria may participate in the NDIS will each have legislative implications for the Service
Victoria Act. For example:
1.

Relying party, meaning that an individual can use their digital identity as verification when accessing
services through the Service Victoria platform. Currently, the Service Victoria Act sets up Service
Victoria as a verifier of identity, as opposed to a consumer. Some stakeholders suggest that
amendments to definitions and functions of the Act may be required if Service Victoria was to be a
relying party.

2.

Accredited identity service provider – If Service Victoria were to become an accredited identity
service provider under framework, this would require amendments to Part 6 of the Service Victoria Act
•

The Act only enables Service Victoria to act as an identity provider for Victorian government
agencies and is unlikely to facilitate providing identity services to non-Victorian government
relying parties.

•

It is unclear how Part 6, Division 2 of the Act would be applicable. For one, it’s unclear whether
Service Victoria would continue to deliver temporary credentials in relation to a transaction (where
instead a digital identity is relied upon). Further, Part 6 of the Act does not enable identity to be
shared through a blind relationship as contemplated under the framework.

•

There are inconsistencies with the Identity Verification Standards LOAs and the Commonwealth
standards that would need to be addressed. For example, Service Victoria has been advocating for

Exposure Draft, Trusted Digital Identity Bill 2021 < https://www.digitalidentity.gov.au/sites/default/files/202109/Trusted%20Digital%20Identity%20Bill%202021%20exposure%20draft.pdf>.
61
Draft Trusted Digital Identity Framework Accreditation Rules < https://www.digitalidentity.gov.au/sites/default/files/202109/TDIF%20accreditation%20rules.pdf>.
60
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Solution Implemented Biometric Matching to be included as a part of the Commonwealth
framework. Other stakeholders note some inconsistencies in the standards applied to level 3
identities under both frameworks and that Service Victoria’s LOA3 may not be recognised under
the Commonwealth framework and would need to be revised.
3.

Accredited attribute provider - Service Victoria could provide certain attributes into the system for
other relying parties. For example, Service Victoria could confirm attributes such as screening checks
under the National Disability and Insurance Scheme or Working With Children Checks. It is unclear
whether acting as an attribute provider would currently be permissible under the minimum standards
and whether such attributes would be defined as customer service information. The Act may also
require amendments to the definitions and functions to enable Service Victoria to participate in this
way.

4.

Credential provider - Service Victoria provides an account keeping service with multi-factor
authentication. This means it can function as a credential service provider under the framework. In
practice many organisations may function as an identity service provider and credential service
provider under the framework. The Service Victoria Act does not currently consider Service Victoria’s
role in authentication and legislative change may be required to give Service Victoria this function.

5.

Accredited identity exchange – Service Victoria could potentially seek accreditation as an identity
service provider and as an exchange. As an accredited identity exchange, Service Victoria would act as
the bridge between relying parties and identity service providers. It is not clear that anything in the
Service Victoria Act prevents Service Victoria from performing this role.62

4.3 Part 6 of the Act does not future proof the delivery of
identity verification functions
The current framing of identity verification functions under the Service Victoria Act may not provide a
flexible enough framework to adapt to advances in automation in identity processes and products. The
acceleration of digital modes of delivery will require a greater reliance on digital identity products and
services to enable users to easily interact with government online. 63 Service Victoria’s identity verification
functions provide common components that can be used across the Victorian public sector to accelerate
digital service delivery.
Currently, the regulatory framework for identity verification (Part 6 of the Act) assumes a linear nonautomated process that is not reflective of how identity verification works in practice. For example, section
28 contemplates Service Victoria issuing an ‘interim refusal notice’ and providing an individual 7 days to
respond where an application for identity verification has not been accepted. In practice, Service Victoria
uses automated decision-making techniques which check and either accept or reject inputs as they are
being filled. Although the process in the legislation is available under Service Victoria’s procedures, Service
Victoria has adopted technical solutions as its primary approach for when a customer is unable to verify
their identity in the first instance.
Similar processes for renewing or cancelling electronic identity credentials and increasing an LOA are
prescribed in legislation.64 Stakeholders note that the disconnect between how these processes operate in
practice through technology and how they are described in the Act limits Service Victoria’s ability to be
responsive and agile in the provision of identity functions.
One stakeholder told the review that close consideration would be required to s 45 in the minimum standards to determine
if information can be shared with Service Victoria to perform the functions under an Accredited Identity Exchange.
62

NSW Government, Overview of the NSW Identity Strategy <https://www.nsw.gov.au/strategy/nsw-government-identitystrategy/overview-of-nsw-identity-strategy>; Digital Transformation Agency, Digital Identity in response to COVID-19 : DGX
63

Digital Identity Working Group, 2022 < https://www.tech.gov.sg/files/media/corporatepublications/FY2021/dgx_2021_digital_identity_in_response_to_covid-19.pdf>.
64

Service Victoria Act 2018 (Vic), section 33 - 39
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As identity verification become more widespread and automated verification more commonplace,
elements of Part 6 of the Act will only create administrative inefficiencies and/or become less relevant.
Defining the specific process for a given identity function removes the flexibility to iterate and respond to
deeper understanding of service needs and technological advances.65 Instead, processes for an identity
verification application and refusal are best suited to more flexible regulatory tools, such as the Identity
Verification Standards.
Recommendation 7 | Consider approaches to improving the efficiency of issuing electronic identity
credentials under Part 6 of the Service Victoria Act
Currently, Part 6A of the Service Victoria Act sets out a detailed process for how an electronic identity
credential is applied for, reviewed, accepted and/or rejected. The process described in legislation does
not align neatly with how digital identity verification occurs in practice. To future-proof the legislative
framework for technological change only the high-level functions and powers relating to identity
verification could be included in the Act.
Government could transition the technical components of issuing credentials under the Act (specifically,
large portions of Division 2, Part 6) to delegated instruments so that they remain fit for purpose and can
be updated efficiently in future. One option would be to incorporate these components of the Act into
the Identity Verification Standards.66

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Public service design and delivery in the digital age,
Digital Government Review of Slovenia: Leading the Digital Transformation of the Public Sector <https://www.oecdilibrary.org/sites/3252a73a-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/3252a73a-en#section-d1e6700>.
66
This recommendation may require legislative change. However, any legislative change should be considered only after the
Commonwealth framework, and Victoria’s participation in it, is clarified.
65
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4.4 There is no clear single approach to identity verification in
Victoria
Interoperability of digital products requires a whole of government framework for identity that is flexible
and adaptable.67 This includes a clear whole of government approach to who delivers digital identity, what
standards are applied and how can it be used, shared, and relied upon. Currently in Victoria, there are
different frameworks and identity products being delivered across government. For example, while many
agencies use Service Victoria’s identity components, some Victorian agencies have opted to use MyGov ID
where the agency functions require close integration with Australian Government services – this includes
the State Revenue Office (for tax services) and Department of Families, Fairness and Housing (for rental
assistance programs).
The standards for identity verification products are fragmented across government which creates
inconsistencies in how identities are delivered and relied on. Specifically, the Identity Verification
Standards under the Service Victoria Act are only applicable to identity products created by Service
Victoria. Other service agencies in Victoria may also deliver digital identities under their own functions
which are regulated in a different way and subject to varying levels of assurance, processes, and
conditions. A lack of consistency in standards presents a barrier to future interoperability and a consistent
whole of government approach to identity.
Victorian government stakeholders have highlighted the benefits of a single approach to identity
verification. Specifically, a single identity approach would enable a more consistent and seamless user
experience. One identity can be used across the system without needing to match or align different
systems and standards. A single approach to identity verification is not inconsistent with good practice
and reflects the approaches taken in Estonia and the Netherlands.68 As described above in section 4.2.1,
further work is required to determine the appropriate approach to a digital identity framework in Victoria
and how it could align with the Commonwealth framework. However, what is clear is that a single,
streamlined approach to identity verification is required.
Importantly, NSW appears to be exploring a more holistic identity framework to guide the implementation
of new identity products, processes and technology across government69. A similar, public-facing strategy
piece may be considered in Victoria. Specifically, this framework could address how to streamline identity
verification functions in Victoria through Service Victoria, with other agencies relying on the Service
Victoria identity functions.

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Digital Government Index 2019 Results,
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/governance/digital-government-index_4de9f5bben;jsessionid=D6kt85SJW90hu6lR3MGL_Neo.ip-10-240-5-138, p. 33.
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See Appendix C for case studies; Digital Transformation Agency, Digital Identity in response to COVID-19 : DGX Digital
Identity Working Group, 2022 < https://www.tech.gov.sg/files/media/corporatepublications/FY2021/dgx_2021_digital_identity_in_response_to_covid-19.pdf>.
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NSW Government, NSW Identity Strategy, 2021 <https://www.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2021-05/NSW-GovernmentIdentity-Strategy-accessible.pdf>.
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Recommendation 8 | Develop a broader Victorian identity strategy that establishes Service Victoria as
the key provider of digital identity credentials in Victoria while planning for participation in the
National System
Service Victoria should remain a key provider of digital identity in Victoria and, where necessary, retain a
legislative power to deliver identity verification functions in the Act. However, Victoria should consider a
broader framework for identity verification that regulates all identity providers across Victoria and better
enables interoperability. This framework could leverage the existing Identity Verification Standards as part
of a broader instrument.
Further policy work may be required to align other agencies and support them to rely on digital identities
provided by Service Victoria. Once a clear position on identity verification is developed (including the
extent that Victoria aligns with the Commonwealth), a clear policy decision and Whole-of-Government
identity framework could establish Service Victoria as Victoria’s digital identity provider.70

This recommendation does not currently require legislative change, there may however be legislative reform required once
the Commonwealth framework and Victoria’s participation in it, is more clearly settled.
70
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5 Operation of the Service Victoria legislative
framework
Effective operation of the Service Victoria Act will build confidence and trust to accelerate the use and
uptake of services provided by Service Victoria. It will also foster community trust and engagement with
digital services delivered by government, thereby supporting the goals of Victoria’s digital strategy. How
information is used and protected through online channels is a key concern of citizens,71 as is the
accessibility and inclusivity of digital services.72 These issues are explored in this section through the
assessment of three Terms of Reference:
•

Term of Reference 6 | Whether the Act enables Service Victoria to provide modern and convenient
services while protecting customer privacy and security.

•

Term of Reference 7 | Whether the Act provides adequate consideration of digital inclusion and those
who cannot access services through Service Victoria.

•

Term of Reference 10 | Findings and recommendations from the Victorian Auditor General’s report
Service Victoria – Digital Delivery of Government Services.

Each of these Terms of References, and how they influence the operation of Service Victoria’s functions is
explored below.

5.1 Privacy and security considerations for supporting and
delivering modern and convenient services
Privacy and data security must be a key focus of the Service Victoria Act and the work of Service Victoria
pursuant to the Act. As more information is collected, stored, cross-referenced and shared as part of
expanded digital service delivery, new privacy and security risks can emerge.73 New risks, however, must
be managed alongside the expectations for modern and convenient services which presuppose greater
sharing of information across government. Currently Service Victoria is subject to multiple privacy
standards, including the minimum standards set out in the Act. Term of Reference 6 asks the Review to
consider Whether the Act enables Service Victoria to provide modern and convenient services while
protecting customer privacy and security. This section analyses the minimum standards and whether they
provide the appropriate protections for privacy and security while enabling the delivery of modern and
convenient services.

5.1.1 Existing privacy and security standards may continue to affect the
delivery of modern and convenient services
Service Victoria is currently subject to several privacy and security requirements, including minimum
standards under the Service Victoria Act. The minimum standards in the Act impose more stringent privacy

Australian National University, Public attitudes towards data governance in Australia,
https://csrm.cass.anu.edu.au/sites/default/files/docs/2019/2/SCAPA190041_ANUPoll-Data_Governance_v3.pdf.
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Scott Hollier and Justin Brown, Digital inequality: why can I enter your building – but your website shows me the door?, 17
May 2022 < https://theconversation.com/digital-inequality-why-can-i-enter-your-building-but-your-website-shows-me-thedoor-182432>
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Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Public service design and delivery in the digital age,
Digital Government Review of Slovenia: Leading the Digital Transformation of the Public Sector <https://www.oecdilibrary.org/sites/3252a73a-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/3252a73a-en#section-d1e6700
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protections than the PDP Act and the HR Act – both of which also apply to information handled by Service
Victoria.74
The additional safeguards imposed on Service Victoria by the minimum standards can create inefficiencies
in the delivery of digital services and can limit Service Victoria’s ability to explore new service options
efficiently. For example, stakeholders indicate that the nexus between the Information Privacy Principles
(IPPs) and the minimum standards requires time-consuming negotiation between Service Victoria, service
agencies and the Office of the Victorian Information Commissioner (OVIC) each time a new service is
considered. Service agency representatives told the Review this was a deterrent in using Service Victoria’s
functions to deliver services. Further, Service Victoria has raised several examples where the minimum
standards may prevent the development of services offerings considered as part of the Digital Strategy:
•

Issues in implementing new business portal and business account capability. Recently Service
Victoria has been involved in the design and delivery of digital services for businesses, this includes
the development of business accounts to apply for licensing and other business-related permits. The
business account will reduce the administrative burden of businesses setting up new initiatives and
complying with regulatory requirements. Current advice indicates that information collected relating
to business accounts may be classified as ‘customer service information and account information’ and
subject to the minimum standards. If this is the case, there is concern that the proposed benefits of
the business account cannot be achieved within the current minimum standards due to the limitations
on information flows. In addition, the minimum standards continue to be framed around ‘individuals’
which may present further complexities as Service Victoria expands its role in delivering services to
businesses and organisations.

•

Barriers to expanding Service Victoria’s common platforms and delivering regulatory efficiencies.
Some stakeholders note that the minimum standards will likely reduce the potential benefits of Service
Victoria’s functions in developing service agency data bases under Part 6A of the Act. Any function
that is undertaken by Service Victoria (i.e., where information is stored on a shared platform) will need
to be assessed against the minimum standards as to whether they include customer service, account
information or identity information. This means, for example, councils using shared back-end systems
will have to be assessed on a case-by-case basis depending on what functions Service Victoria is
supporting. This may significantly limit the intended efficiencies and economies of scale proposed by
the use of common platforms and services.

Securing the proper legal and regulatory safeguards to protect individual’s privacy and data rights is
increasingly important in the context of COVID-19 and the rapid digitisation of government services. Best
practice privacy standards are principles-based and enable flexibility in how they respond to new privacy
and security risk. 75 Privacy protections should relate to the type, sensitivity and risk of information, as
opposed to the organisation that handles it. The minimum standards under the Act do not provide a
consistent approach to data handling because they impose additional stringent obligations on the Service
Victoria CEO when performing the same functions as other agencies (who are not subject to the same
requirements).
The Second Reading Speech and Explanatory Memorandum for the Service Victoria Bill 2017 indicate that
the minimum standards were introduced in part to address concern that the handling of account
information and customer service information does not arbitrarily interfere with an individual’s privacy.76
Parliament of Victoria, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly (Second Reading Speech for Service Victoria Bill), 1
November 2017
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Specific consideration of account information in the delivery of digital services and how it is handled may
be appropriate. However, account information and customer service information are collected by other
service agencies, including high-volume transactions in Fines Victoria and VicRoads. It is not clear that the
data held by Service Victoria is higher risk or a level of sensitivity that justifies agency-specific privacy
restrictions above Victoria’s existing uniform principles-based framework set out in the IPPs. Of note, no
similar privacy restrictions apply to the functions and powers of comparable agencies in NSW, any other
state or territory, or the Australian Government.
If the Government considers that specific types of information (such as account information) require
further stringent privacy requirements, these should apply across government in a form that is flexible and
adaptive to changing technology. That is, they should not exist be prescribed in legislation. Stakeholders
suggest that where privacy protections are legislated they can not only cause bad outcomes for the
security of the system77 but also effect the ability to deliver outcomes for customers. Prescribed privacy
standards that apply to specific agencies (such as the minimum standards) are not only unresponsive to
privacy and security risks as they arise and change, but reduce the effectiveness whole-of-government
policies necessary guide data flows and develop streamlined digital services.78
Recommendation 9 | Consider standardising the privacy and security standards that apply to Service
Victoria with those that apply across government
The minimum standards set out in the Act present several barriers and inefficiencies in Service Victoria’s
ability to deliver and develop new digital services. In addition, they currently create inconsistencies in how
data is handled across government by imposing additional requirements on the Service Victoria CEO, that
do not apply to other service agencies. It is not clear that the functions and role of Service Victoria (and
the data that it handles) present a higher risk to an individual’s privacy than other high-transaction
service agencies. Therefore, it may no longer be appropriate that minimum standards exist in the Service
Victoria Act in addition to the privacy principles under the PDP Act and HR Act (the Information Privacy
Principles (IPPs) and Health Privacy Principles (HPPs), respectively).
The Government could consider removing section 21 to 24 (minimum standards on customer service
information and account information) and section 44 to 47 (minimum standards on identity verification)
from the Service Victoria Act so that Service Victoria can handle, use, and retain information in line with
broader government privacy protections. This will also support the development of a consistent approach
to privacy protections across Victoria.
The Review is aware of the new privacy risks that increased handling of account information and
customer service information by government raise. Further engagement with Office of the Victorian
Information Commissioner may indicate that these types of information require special protections and
safeguards. This could include amendments or additions to the IPPs under the PDP Act or other privacy
protections that sit outside of the Service Victoria Act.

Stakeholders considered that prescriptive legislative frameworks led to a compliance based view of privacy as opposed to
principles based, which as a result removes the accountability for agencies to consider best practice in security and
information handling.
78
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Digital Government Index 2019 Results,
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/governance/digital-government-index_4de9f5bben;jsessionid=D6kt85SJW90hu6lR3MGL_Neo.ip-10-240-5-138, p. 33.
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Clarity on applicability of the IPPs may be required to enable future modern and
convenient services
The IPPs set out in Schedule 1 of the PDP Act are the core of privacy law in Victoria.79 They set out the
minimum standard for how all government agencies (including Service Victoria) should handle, use, and
disclose personal information when delivering digital services.80 Generally, the IPPs do not unduly limit the
delivery of digital services by Service Victoria and should continue to underpin all digital service activity in
Victoria.
However, the current application of IPP 2 (use and disclosure) may need to be clarified to enable future
digital services, such as those described in the Digital Strategy.
•

IPP 2 may limit digital services collecting information from one transaction and using it to
proactively support customers to deliver future transactions, such as by pre-filling forms. Under IPP
2 personal information can only be used or disclosed for other than the primary purpose if the other
transactions directly relate to the first transaction (IPP2.1(a)) or there is specific, voluntary, current and
informed consent given before the information was collected (IPP2.1(b)). There may be circumstances
where full functionality of proactive services may require information to be used for some unrelated
transaction and without the level of consent required under the IPP2.1(b).

•

Inefficiencies in management of systems integration with other agencies. IPP 2 perceives each
agency as a separate organisation and restricts disclosure of personnel information between agencies
unless for specified reasons. To enable the development of shared-back-end systems and specifically
to support Service Victoria to effectively offer to set up and manage databases and services on behalf
of other agencies, information necessary to deliver those services will need to freely flow between
Service Victoria and the service agency, both having access to the database. Stakeholders note that
under IPP 2 each time the service agency accesses data it will be classified as ‘collection’ and
‘disclosure’ under the PDP Act and be subject to IPP 2. This may require an assessment of compliance
against IPP 2 for each engagement point with the database, despite no outward facing impact for the
customer.

One way to resolve this issue would be to insert provisions into the Service Victoria Act enabling Service
Victoria to use and disclose information for required service delivery purposes, in line with a similar
approach in section 14 of the Service NSW (One-stop Access to Government Services) Act 2013 (NSW).
As described above, privacy protections should be developed by reference to the type and risk of
information, and handling of personal information should not be arbitrary or unjustified. Where possible,
customers should be able to consent to the handling of information and have a ‘right to be forgotten’81
when using government services. Protection of individual’s privacy must be balanced against the
expectations for streamlined and proactive services which often includes the increased sharing of
information. In an increasingly digital world, several jurisdictions are currently reconsidering their approach
to privacy and data security. In many cases, countries are updating their privacy legislation to enable more
flexible, fit for purpose regulatory frameworks. These frameworks reflect the protections and principles of
individual’s privacy, while enabling future-focused digital services.
For example, Part 5 of the United Kingdom Digital Economy Act 2017 aims to enable the sharing of
information across agencies ‘other than for the purpose for which the data was originally obtained’.82 This
part allows different government departments to share data outside of the purpose it was collected, where
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Office of the Victorian Information Commissioner, Information Privacy Principles
<https://ovic.vic.gov.au/privacy/information-privacy-principles-full-text/>.
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Ibid
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Victoria, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 17 November 2021, p. 3547
Parliament of the United Kingdom, Digital Economy Bill
<https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201617/ldselect/lddelreg/95/9503.htm>.
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the information relates to specific government objectives (defined in regulation).83 Regulations now allow
for data sharing across government to provide services relating to individuals or households identified as
‘troubled households’ (facing multiple disadvantages) and to address fuel poverty and water poverty.
Further objectives can be set through secondary regulation providing a flexible framework for the UK to
address inefficiencies in data sharing that affect to delivery of critical government services.
The Australian Government has also recently passed new legislation to facilitate the effective sharing of
information across government for digital service delivery. The Data Availability and Transparency Act
2022 (Cth) is described in the case study below.
Case study 2 | Data Availability and Transparency Act 2022
In 2020, the Australian Government introduced to Parliament the Data Availability and Transparency Bill
2020 (the Bill). The intent of the Bill is to facilitate the sharing of public sector to improve government
service delivery and facilitate seamless user experiences when engaging in services. In part, this Bill is
driven by the recent large-scale public events (such as the 2020 bushfires and COVID-19) which
illustrated the need for quick and streamlined access to government services that embodies the key
elements of future digital expectations. As per the Second Reading Speech:
“[D]ata sharing will support us to develop simpler government services akin to myTax, saving Australians
time by prefilling forms with information already provided to government, data sharing will support us to
take a ‘tell us once’ approach to service delivery… data sharing will break down silos between agencies,
combined with myGov enhancements, simplify existing services to give Australians faster, easier access to
government support.”84
The Bill sets up a new regulatory framework for the sharing of personal information and data across
government:
•

The scheme will authorise the sharing of government data for three permitted purposes – delivery of
government services, informing government policy and programs and research and development.

•

Data can be shared only with users accredited by the National Data Commissioner (it is proposed
that all non-corporate Australian Government agencies will be automatically accredited).

•

The sharing of data between accredited users will be overseen by a data sharing agreement.

•

The scheme will be overseen by a new National Data Commissioner.

The Bill passed to become the Data Availability and Transparency Act 2022 (Cth). The Act has passed
does contain explicit additional privacy protections under Part 2.4 of the Act (including s 16B which
requires that only the minimum amount of personal information necessary to properly deliver the service
shared).
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Parliament of the United Kingdom, Digital Economy Act 2017

<https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/30/part/5/chapter/1>.
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Australian Government, Data Availability and Transparency Bill 2020, Second Reading Speech, 2020
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Recommendation 10 | Provide greater clarity on how IPPs (and where relevant HPPs) should apply to
information handling and sharing for digital services
Inefficiencies in the delivery of new functions may arise in future due to uncertainty in how the IPPs are
applied. To ensure the Victorian Government can deliver proactive customer-centric services, changes to
the PDP Act, HPP Act and IPPs may be required to explicitly enable the use and disclosure of information
beyond its original purpose (for example, to pre-fill future forms for customers). These changes would be
most effective if accompanied by appropriate protections (such as consent, or minimum use clauses).85
Any changes should consider the implications for Service Victoria.
Alternatively, legislative amendments could be introduced into the Service Victoria Act that enable
Service Victoria to effectively use and disclose information for service delivery purposes and clarifying
how IPP 2 will apply to the delivery of shared services and management of datasets on behalf of other
agencies.

5.2 Adequate consideration for digital inclusion and accessibility
With the rapid growth of digital government services, there are concerns of the widening digital divide,
with those who have difficulty accessing services online unable to benefit from improved user experiences
and government interactions.86 Term of Reference 7 asks the Review to consider whether the Act
provides adequate consideration of digital inclusion and those who cannot access services through
Service Victoria.
Several stakeholders, including policy experts in digital access and inclusion noted that nothing in the
Service Victoria Act would specifically limit the delivery of inclusive and accessible digital services. This
position is supported by this review.
Several stakeholders, however, did consider the role of Service Victoria as a central digital services
provider, in supporting those who may otherwise be unable to access services digitally. This section of the
report therefore considers what opportunities there are for Service Victoria to provide information and
support channels and a streamlined user experience across all service touchpoints.
Traditionally ‘vulnerable’ groups of citizens are best able to access digital services where multi-layered
support channels accompany digital single-sign on functions. Currently, Service Victoria offers several
layers of support through their platform, these are:
•

Online support – including videos and animation to help people complete their journey.

•

AI chatbot – to respond to customer enquiries and issues.

•

Live webchat and webform – where the AI chatbot is unable to assist, customers can access one of
Service Victoria’s customer experience officers through a real-time webchat during business hours, or
a webform afterhours.

Service Victoria has also begun delivering a paper-based support channel, where an offline form is sent to
a customer to fill out and later processed by Service Victoria into the digital platform. While these support
initiatives have expanded the number of people able to access services through Service Victoria,
stakeholders across government note more can be done.
Data Availability and Transparency Act 2022 (Cth), section 16B
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Public service design and delivery in the digital age,
Digital Government Review of Slovenia: Leading the Digital Transformation of the Public Sector <https://www.oecdilibrary.org/sites/3252a73a-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/3252a73a-en#section-d1e6700>; Andreea Stoiciu
Chronicle, The Role of e-Governance in Bridging the Digital Divide, UN Chronicle <
https://www.un.org/en/chronicle/article/role-e-governance-bridging-digital-divide>.
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Several stakeholders suggest Service Victoria is not sufficiently accessible because it lacks an offline
customer service support channel (i.e., a service call centre). One service agency who delivers services for
concession holders notes that the lack of infrastructure for Service Victoria to manage customer calls
reduces its efficacy in providing services for vulnerable Victorians. Service Victoria also suggests that the
lack of an inward phone support channel is a barrier to other service agencies using their platform.
The development of public service siloes overtime has also led to organisation specific digital, telephone
and physical customer service channels. As a result, users can find themselves having to visit multiple
locations to address a particular need or questions when trying to complete an administrative service. Part
of providing a clear and accessible experience is ensuring people know exactly who to contact for help or
information. Victoria’s current customer support and information channels are dispersed across different
government websites and embedded into departments. This reduces the accessibility of digital services as
those who require help engaging in digital transformation are not offered a seamless, well-linked support
system.
The Review understands work is underway to consolidate Victoria’s call centers and public information
websites. In some cases, where specific expertise is required to understand and effectively support
customers to receive information (i.e., child protection contact service centers), specialised customer
service and information channels are appropriate. However, for transactional government processes and
interactions (licensing, payments, grants, etc.), customer experiences and government efficiencies can be
enhanced through a single shared customer service and information channel. Considering Service
Victoria’s role as a central provider of administrative, transactional services, this shared-service customer
service channel could be delivered through Service Victoria.
Further, it is important to recognise that digital service design and delivery in the digital age should not
only focus on online modes of delivery. There will always be a place for offline and in-person steps that are
inevitably involved in some services, and for some citizens.87 Service Victoria must ensure that all users can
continue to access services it is responsible for. In practice, this involves the continued availability of
multiple service touchpoints (i.e., digital, phone and in-person), where offline and online components are
designed together. To provide a seamless user experience, information must be interlinked between all
channels.
For example, an individual could access a support payment in person (verifying their eligibility for the
service). That information could then be stored digitally (with consent) and reused later if they access
another grant or support payment digitally.88
In NSW this is achieved through a single front door brand for all customer interactions with digital services
(Service NSW). However, in other cases (such as Singapore), in-person service fronts remain linked to the
service agency brand and are instead streamlined across different channels through back-end systems.89
The latter may be preferred where there remains strong brand recognition of particular service agencies,
or where the service relates to a particular sensitive government service (such as health, child protection or
welfare). No matter the approach, a consistent experience across all touchpoints will support engagement
in digital channels and help boost Victorian’s trust in digital services, particularly for those have previously
been excluded.
Some stakeholders also spoke of the need for a strong framework for individual nominee processes for
digital services and digital IDs. Enabling citizens to nominate people to act on their behalf can support
some vulnerable groups to engage digitally, where they otherwise would be prohibited. One example
provided is that digital nominations may provide more efficient and timely access to social services in in

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Public service design and delivery in the digital age,
Digital Government Review of Slovenia: Leading the Digital Transformation of the Public Sector <https://www.oecdilibrary.org/sites/3252a73a-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/3252a73a-en#section-d1e6700>.
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Of note, Service Victoria stakeholders note that it is sometimes necessary to store information without consent (for example,
in the case of refunds or for financial auditing purposes).
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See case study in Appendix C
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online carer/care relationships. However, there are substantial risks around consent and control including
where nominations are used in parent/child or married/domestic partners. Further work is required to
understand the customer needs, experiences, and risks for digital nominations and how this could be
contemplated under the TDIF national framework. The Review understands similar work is currently being
undertaken by the Australian Government and Service NSW.
Recommendation 11 | Promote digital access and inclusion in service delivery by Service Victoria
There exist no legislative issues in the Service Victoria Act that prevent Service Victoria from delivering
accessible and inclusive services.
As more services are transitioned online, there are further opportunities to enable Service Victoria to
reduce the digital divide and support Victorians to engage with government digitally. The Victorian
Government should consider the role of Service Victoria in supporting customers online and offline. This
may include expanding Service Victoria’s functions to provide a coordinated customer support channel
and/or contact centres for existing and new services delivered by Service Victoria. It is not clear that these
functions need to be prescribed for Service Victoria to deliver customer service contact centres.

5.3 Addressing issues raised by the Victorian Auditor General in
their 2021 report
Term of Reference 10 asks the review to consider findings and recommendations from VAGO’s report on
Service Victoria. The VAGO report considered the initial implementation of Service Victoria and the
benefits that Service Victoria had delivered to the date of publication in March 2021.
The VAGO report considered a range of challenges related to the establishment and initial operations of
Service Victoria and the performance of the Service Victoria Act. The Review considers that most of these
challenges have been addressed by work and legislative amendments subsequent to the VAGO report.
However, minor issues may still require attention from Service Victoria and from government. The Review
has made recommendations that address these issues in Sections 3, 0, 5 and 6.
The VAGO report was primarily concerned with potential issues with the operation of Service Victoria as an
agency. Its recommendations were primarily oversight and monitoring focused and did not consider
significant legislative barriers or reforms. Key concerns raised by VAGO included:
•

The fact that Service Victoria had not delivered key transactions that the initial business case for the
agency proposed that it should deliver.

•

Shortfalls in the financial benefits that Service Victoria had been able deliver against initial projections
made for the agency, particularly in terms of transaction costs and reduced duplication.

•

Gaps in the engagement of VPS stakeholders with Service Victoria, which reduced the number of
transaction types Service Victoria was involved in delivering and resulted in its costs per transaction
being high.

•

Limits in the data collected and reported by Service Victoria, resulting in challenges in appropriate
oversight of its activities being possible.

VAGO made a range of recommendations relating to:
•

Improving oversight of, and support for, stakeholder engagement by Service Victoria with the VPS.

•

More accurately measuring and reporting on the financial and customer benefits delivered by Service
Victoria on an annual basis and over time (including through establishing appropriate baselines).
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•

Introducing performance targets for the volume of transactions delivered by Service Victoria and using
similar performance measures for other agencies to incentivise better digital service delivery across
the Government.

The issues highlighted in the VAGO report are only indirectly the result of the Service Victoria Act (prior to
its recent amendments). Further, the recommendations made in the VAGO report are administrative in
nature and were not intended to drive legislative change. Service Victoria and DPC have acknowledged
and accepted each of these recommendations. The Review understand that administrative solutions have
been developed in respect of each recommendation from VAGO and that these solutions have been
effective. The Review commends the prompt and tailored response from Service Victoria and DPC in
response to the VAGO report.
However, the Review has identified opportunities for legislative reform to support the recommendations
made in the VAGO report. Engagement and analysis conducted by the Review highlighted three areas
where changes to the Service Victoria Act could help to address VAGO’s recommendations:
•

Removing restrictions on the ability of Service Victoria to take on and deliver customer service
functions – The VAGO report highlighted the challenges that some VPS agencies faced in effectively
engaging with Service Victoria. In part, this was because of difficulties in having functions transferred
to Service Victoria under the Act. Improvements to how Service Victoria can accept or perform
functions from other agencies under the Act would help to address VAGO’s recommendations.

•

Encouraging the use of Service Victoria to undertake digital service delivery on behalf of other
agencies – The VAGO report highlighted limits in the uptake of Service Victoria’s delivery offer. This
was seen as a driver of a lower return on investment for government from the agency. The lack of
encouragement, or a mandate, to use Service Victoria’s services incorporated into the Act has
contributed to a more limited use of its services over time. However, better engagement by Service
Victoria with the VPS has somewhat addressed this issue subsequent to the completion of the VAGO
report.

•

Harmonising the restrictions that Service Victoria is subject to with those of other agencies –
The VAGO report notes that in addition to limited uptake of Service Victoria’s services, there have also
been limits to the delivery efficiencies that Service Victoria has been able to deliver. In particular,
duplication of systems and hardware was called out as a specific issue. The ‘minimum standards’ for
privacy and data security that the Service Victoria Act holds Service Victoria to, exceed those that
apply to other agencies. This can lead to a need to duplicate systems to ensure they meet the higher
standards Service Victoria is held to. In addition, Service Victoria is currently limited by the Act from
performing services end-to-end (i.e., completing all aspects of the transaction including decision
making, where appropriate). This means that there is a ‘hand over point’ between Service Victoria and
the agency that it is supporting. Requiring both sides to have their own information technology
systems and hardware.

Each of these three areas has either been: addressed under the changes to the Service Victoria Act made
by the Service Victoria Amendment Act; or, is addressed by recommendations made as part of this report.
In particular:
•

Restrictions on the ability of Service Victoria to take on and deliver services have been partially
addressed as a result of the passage of the Amendment Act. An additional recommendation to further
empower Service Victoria are set out in Section 3 above.

•

The restrictions Service Victoria is subject to were somewhat harmonised with other agencies as a
result of the passage of the Amendment Act. Additional recommendations to address further
limitations recognised by this Review are set out in Sections 2 and 4.

Assuming that these recommendations are actioned, the Review does not consider any additional changes
to the Service Victoria Act are required in response to the VAGO review.
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6 Appropriate institutional governance
arrangements for the future vision of Service
Victoria
Having an appropriate legal form that enables the functions and activities of Service Victoria is critical for
effective and efficient delivery of digital services. The Victorian Public Sector Commission (VPSC) highlights
that, ‘well considered and fit for purpose forms and arrangements provide a foundation for effective and
efficient governance and management of public sector bodies with high standards of accountability,
responsibility and credibility.’90 However, stakeholders note that the governance structure for an agency
may be appropriate, even where alternative structures exist.91 Terms of Reference 9 asks, Whether Service
Victoria’s governance structure as an administrative office of the Department of Premier and Cabinet is the
most appropriate form to support Service Victoria’s and the Victorian Government objectives.
Drawing from the VPSC and the Review’s analysis of Service Victoria’s functions and powers this section of
the report assesses:
•

The key features of each different institutional governance structures to assess Service Victoria against

•

The appropriateness of Service Victoria’s current structure in achieving the future vision for the entity

•

The most appropriate institutional governance arrangement for the future functions and powers of
Service Victoria.

Each is discussed below.

6.1 There are several key features that define different legal
forms and governance structures
Public sector entities in Victoria can take a range of forms. The most common of these are: a department
(or division of a department); an Administrative Office; or a public entity (a statutory or non-statutory
authority). Each is established under the Public Administration Act and has distinct features that make it
suited to different types of functions and activities.92
Public entities can also be set up as State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) under the State Owned Enterprises Act
1992 (Vic). SOEs are best placed where the Government’s intention is that the primary functions of the
entity are to be commercial in nature.93
There is no ‘best’ form for a public sector entity. Generally, the form suggested for an agency should
follow its intended purpose and functions. DPC and the VPSC provides guidance to the public sector on
when particular forms should be used for agencies. This guidance highlights the key features that should
be considered in selecting an agency type, and what entity type is appropriate in what circumstances. The
factors that must be considered in selecting an appropriate agency type include: independence, funding
arrangements, types of functions delivered, the temporary nature of the entity.

Victorian Public Sector Commission, Legal Form and Governance Arrangements for Public Entities
<https://vpsc.vic.gov.au/wp-content/pdf-download.php?postid=5131> p.2
90

91

Engagement with senior public administration experts at DPC.
Special bodies are also established under section 6 of the Public Administration Act, this includes specific specialist bodies
that require substantive autonomy such as Victoria Police or the Ombudsman.
92

93

Victorian Public Sector Commission, Legal Form and Governance Arrangements for Public Entities
<https://vpsc.vic.gov.au/wp-content/pdf-download.php?postid=5131> p.33
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Table 2 below maps these considerations against each of the three common public entity types
highlighted above. This mapping forms the basis of analysis for the selection of an appropriate public
entity type for Service Victoria.
Table 2 | Organisational design criteria
Key differential
feature

Department /
Division in
Department

Administrative
Office

Public entity (i.e.
statutory authority)

Comment

Independence

Least independent
from government,
directly responsible
to the Minister

Responsible to the
relevant
Department Head,
but has some
independence in
employment and
administrative
structure

Most independent,
operates as
separate from the
Crown, can be sued
independently

Commonly, entities with
regulatory functions are public
entities as they require a level of
autonomous decision making.
In contrast, entities involved in
strategic policy direction and
those which require strong
Ministerial relationships are
better suited to a department
model.

Funding
arrangements

Most control,
funding is
determined and
directed by budget
bids that the
Department
appropriates from
Parliament

Least control,
funding is subject to
Department a 3rd
party department
that oversights the
office but may not
be best placed to
put up budget bids
on its behalf

Funding can be
various forms,
including through
appropriations or
commercial revenue

Entities with commercial
interests and multiple funding
streams (i.e. through licensing
payments etc) will likely be
established as public entities.

Type of
functions

Broadest scope in
functions, can
provide a range of
service delivery,
policy advice and
regulatory
functions

Narrowest scope,
provides a discrete
group of services
and public functions
that are narrowly
defined

Broad scope of
functions, often
with specific
legislative
limitations for how
those functions can
be performed

Entities that require the most
flexibility in their functions and
powers are best suited to a
department.

Most temporary,
can be easily set up
and disestablished
through an Order in
Council to respond
to specific issues

Most fixed, often
difficult to
disestablish or
change as functions
and structure
typically set out in
legislation

Often, short term projects are
best suited to an Administrative
Office, as they are expected to
operate for a limited, specified
time-period.

Temporary/fixed While the
nature
Department can be
disestablished
through an Order
in Council, there is
a higher
administrative and
governance
barriers to doing so
than for an
Administrative
Office

Determining the most appropriate institutional governance arrangements depends on what primary
functions of the entity are most aligned to the different features outlined above.
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6.2 Various entity types are appropriate for Service Victoria
Service Victoria performs functions that can be supported by a range of different entity types. As an
Administrative Office, Service Victoria is currently able to perform all the functions assigned to it by
government. Advice from DPC and other public administration experts suggest that an Administrative
Office may not be the ideal form for Service Victoria over the long term. However, the Administrative
Office structure does not currently limit Service Victoria in fulfilling its functions and there is no
requirement that its structure should be changed.
Administrative Offices are often recommended for specialised – short term – use in Victoria, however there
are other examples of where the Administrative Office structure can support ongoing entities (Public
Records Victoria, for example). Nevertheless, advice from DPC suggests that the use of Administrative
Office structures across government should be limited. However, the Administrative Office structure also
provides benefits in terms of its ability to take on functions from a range of Acts (including Acts that do
not directly assign responsibility to the Administrative Office).
The Administrative Office as an entity type was more commonly used for new agencies at the time that
Service Victoria was first established. It is not clear that DPC or the VPSC would currently recommend that
an Administrative Office structure be used if government created a new agency with similar functions
today. However, this does not mean that the structure cannot support the work of Service Victoria. In
addition, changing the administrative structure of an agency is expensive, and that cost must be balanced
against the potential benefits of the structural change.
The Review has analysed the objectives, functions and activities of Service Victoria against the criteria set
out in section 6.1 above. This analysis suggests that there is no administrative structure that is clearly best
suited to Service Victoria.
•

Requirement for a balance of independence and support | Service Victoria requires a significant
level of independence to function effectively. However, it is still maturing as an agency and requires
the support of central functions within government to ensure it can influence the course of the digital
transformation of Victoria. The Administrative Office structure balances the level of control and
independence that an agency has. Administrative Office’s are more closely connected to (and
supervised by) a related department than other public entities (including statutory authorities).
However, they are more independent than branches or groups within a department. As an
Administrative Office of DPC, Service Victoria has sufficient decision making and operational
independence to perform its functions, while also having access to the support of a central agency.
This enables it to perform the functions assigned to it without interference while also drawing on the
support of DPC to influence stakeholders across the VPS to take up Service Victoria’s support.

•

Service Victoria’s broad scope of functions | The broad scope of Service Victoria’s functions
suggests that an Administrative Office may not be the most appropriate structure for Service Victoria.
Almost all Administrative Offices in Victoria have a clearly defined set of functions that cover a specific
program, sector or issue. Examples include the Office of the Victorian Government Architects (focused
on the architecture profession) and Invest Victoria (provides advice and guidance for private sector
investment in Victoria). Service Victoria’s future role and remit will require it to respond to the needs
of government to achieve Victoria’s digital transformation. While its functions can be broadly
described as delivering digital services and verifying digital identities, Service Victoria may also play a
role in providing advice and guidance to uplift digital capabilities and support the delivery of other
digital-related policies. As digital services grow, Service Victoria may be ineffective in responding to
the needs of Victorians and the government if its functions are narrowly defined within the
Administrative Office structure.

•

Permanent nature of Service Victoria | The VPSC guidance suggests that Administrative Offices as a
structure are best suited where there a governing entity is required to be established quickly to
oversee a program of work. This work may be limited by time or scope. Many existing Administrative
Offices were developed for to support particular, time limited, projects. This includes: Bushfire
Recovery Victoria; the Latrobe Valley Authority; and, the Major Transport Infrastructure Authority. Each
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of these is expected to cease operating when the work they support concludes. As discussed above,
Service Victoria is a key pillar in Victoria’s digital transformation and will play an ongoing role in digital
delivery, therefore it does not meet the common feature of many Administrative Offices as needing to
operate for a limited, specified time-period. However, Service Victoria does perform a fixed suite of
functions that have a that have a theoretical end point. Unlike a regulator, which is likely to have an
enduring function with enduring independence (and therefore requires a structure like that of a
statutory authority) or a department (which is expected to have enduring influence over an entire
sector of the economy or area of public administration), the functions of Service Victoria will need to
be regularly reconsidered to keep them contemporary. Its focus may change significantly over time,
and therefore a flexible structure is appropriate.
•

Legislative structure | Very few Administrative Offices have their functions and powers defined in
legislation. Stakeholders note that the structure of Service Victoria as an Administrative Office,
underpinned by legislation may create oversight and accountability challenges in certain limited
circumstances. The Service Victoria CEO's dual role as Head of Administrative Office under the Public
Administration Act and the holder of various duties, functions, powers and rights under the Service
Victoria Act is uncommon. Given the joint oversight responsibility exercised by the Secretary of DPC
(as the parent department of Service Victoria), there may be certain circumstances where responsibility
for the decisions of Service Victoria is split or becomes unclear. This potential lack of clarity and the
issues associated with it could be avoided by either making Service Victoria a statutory authority or
fully integrating it into a department.

6.3 Service Victoria’s structure is appropriate, but should be
revisited over time or if its focus changes
At present, being constituted as an Administrative Office does not place any limitations on Service Victoria.
Stakeholder engagement has identified clear requirements for the structure that supports Service Victoria:
•

Collaboration with its supervising Minister and with policy agencies on the delivery of digital services
priorities

•

Flexibility in how it approaches its functions and delivers tasks

•

More certain funding for its activities to attract customer demand

•

A more limited requirement for an independent brand than other special purpose agencies, as citizens
engage with its services on the basis that they are provided by government not because Service
Victoria offers them.

As highlighted at Table 3 an Administrative Office structure enables each of these requirements.
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Table 3 | Assessment of suitability of structure types
Requirement for Service
Victoria

Administrative Office

Division within a
department

Statutory authority

Enables Service Victoria to
collaborate on policy
matters

High degree of
suitability

Lower degree of
suitability

High degree of
suitability

Enables Service Victoria to
have clear and distinct
branding

High degree of
suitability

High degree of
suitability

Moderate degree of
suitability

Provides Service Victoria
with flexibility in how it
performs functions and
delivers on its vision

Moderate degree of
suitability

Moderate degree of
suitability

Moderate degree of
suitability

Provides Service Victoria
with greater certainty in
funding

Moderate degree of
suitability

Moderate degree of
suitability

High degree of
suitability94

Ultimately, the best structure for Service Victoria is one that enables it to perform its functions effectively.
Remaining as an Administrative Office does not prevent Service Victoria from succeeding in the goals
government has set for it. Advice from DPC and SV suggests that any limitations inherent in an
Administrative Office structure can be effectively addressed by a willingness on the part of executives
within Service Victoria to interpret their mandate broadly, and to leverage their relationships (rather than
administrative powers) to achieve outcomes.
The Review therefore considers it is reasonable for Service Victoria to remain as an Administrative Office.
However, if the structure, purpose or functions of Service Victoria change the question of what structure is
most appropriate for Service Victoria should be revisited.
Both Service Victoria and DPC stakeholders have highlighted that the current text of the Service Victoria
Act does not clearly outline the purpose of Service Victoria. Some agencies in Victoria (i.e., the Victorian
Ombudsman) have their purpose or objectives outlined in legislation.95 Input from DPC is that these
statements help other agencies to understand the purpose and role of an entity and work most effectively
with it. Input from DPC also highlights that a similar outcome can be achieved through a Minister issuing
guidance outlining the expectations for a particular agency.
Amending the Service Victoria Act to contain a purpose or set of objectives for Service Victoria, or
providing ministerial guidance on this, could help to clarify the role of the agency and how other agencies
should work with it. As some users and potential users of Service Victoria’s services have indicated that
they do not have complete clarity as to its role, this may be a useful approach to take. However, the recent
release of the Digital Strategy, and the increasingly close partnership between Service Victoria and Digital
Victoria, has reduced the level uncertainty related to the functions and purpose of Service Victoria. This
reduces the need for specific legislative changes or the issuing of ministerial guidance.

94
95

A statutory authority has a higher degree of certainty through standalone funding and revenue sources.
For example, the objective of the Victorian Ombudsman and their offices is set out in Section 2 of the Ombusdman Act 1973.
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7 The future for Service Victoria
Term of Reference 8 asks the Review to consider opportunities to expand the ongoing role and remit of
Service Victoria in delivering or supporting digital services and to accelerate its use across government. It
also asks the Review to consider the Victorian Government’s digital transformation agenda, including
Digital Victoria and the Digital Strategy as part of this analysis. This consideration requires analysis that is
significantly different to that required for each of the other terms of reference. In particular, it requires a
future focused exploration of questions that are more ‘policy’ in nature than ‘legislative’.
As is highlighted by the analysis set out in the previous sections of this report, the current structure of the
Service Victoria Act – as recently amended by the Service Victoria Amendment Act – is broadly fit for
purpose to enable Service Victoria to continue to function as it is presently functioning. Each of the
recommendations set out above is designed to optimise – but not substantially change – the present
functioning of Service Victoria.
The future suitability of the Service Victoria Act is less clear. The Second Reading Speech of the Service
Victoria Amendment Bill 2022 that recently amended the Service Victoria Act highlighted that the
amendments made were intended to ensure that:
‘the Service Victoria Act is able to support the vision of the upcoming Victorian Government Digital Strategy
2021–2026 to make life and business accessible, easy, fairer, connected and inclusive for all Victorians now
and into the future’.96
The vision of the Digital Strategy represents a significant change to the work of Service Victoria. The
Review is advised by DPC that the Service Victoria Act, as amended, contains sufficient powers for Service
Victoria to fully enable Service Victoria to support the vision outlined in the Digital Strategy. However,
given the ambitious agenda outlined in the digital strategy, fully supporting it may require substantial
changes in how Service Victoria operates day to day. It remains unclear whether the Service Victoria Act
will provide sufficient powers and certainty to enable Service Victoria to respond appropriately to the
strategy.
As the Digital Strategy, and the amendments to the Service Victoria Act, have only recently come into
effect, their interaction remains unclear. More time and information is required to test the suitability of the
Service Victoria Act as a tool for supporting the vision of the Digital Strategy. If it is not suitable in its
current format, further amendments may be required to give effect to the policy intention and vision of
Government.
Recommendation 12 | Monitor alignment of the Service Victoria Act with the Digital Strategy and with
emerging best practice and community expectations for an agency like Service Victoria, amending the
Act, as required, to ensure it supports and enables the vision of the Digital Strategy and aligns with
emerging best practice and community expectations
It is currently unclear whether the Service Victoria Act, as amended by the Amendment Act, gives effect
to the Government’s vision outlined in the Second Reading Speech to the Amendment Act. Insufficient
evidence is available to the Review to determine whether the Service Victoria Act, as amended, is able to
support the vision of the Digital Strategy.
In the 12 to 24-month period following the conclusion of the Review, Service Victoria should collect
evidence on its ability – under its current legislative framework – to properly support the Digital Strategy.
Following this 12 to 24-month period, Service Victoria should provide a report to the Minister for
Government Services advising the Minister on the ability of Service Victoria to properly support the
96

Parliament of Victoria, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly (Second Reading Speech for Service Victoria
Amendment Act), 17 November 2021
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Digital Strategy within its current legislative framework. This report should also contain recommendations
on proposed amendments to the Service Victoria Act that could better enable Service Victoria to support
the Digital Strategy, if required. Reporting by Service Victoria should occur after clear guidance on the
role of Service Victoria is developed (see Recommendation 3).
Over this same, Service Victoria should collect insights into the extent to which the Service Victoria Act
(and the policy guidance it has received from Government) enables it to function as a best practice digital
service delivery agency and to meet the expectations of the community. These insights should be
incorporated into the report outlined above in Recommendation 1. They should be accompanied by
suggestions for any further amendments to the Service Victoria Act that are supported by these insights.
The appropriate person or entity to undertake this review should be a policy decision for Government in
implementing the recommendations.
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Appendix A Service Victoria’s legislative
framework
The key components of the Service Victoria Act are described in Table 4.
Table 4 | Outline of the Service Victoria Act
Detail on the legislative framework
Purpose of the
Act
Section 1

The purpose of the Act is to:
• Provide for the delivery of government services to the public by Service Victoria
• Provide for a regulatory framework for the provision of identity verification functions by

the Service Victoria CEO.
Under the Act, the Service Victoria CEO’s main functions are to:
• Perform transferred customer service functions and customer service functions under an

agreement (Part 2A) or delegation or authorisation (Part 2B)
• Develop customer service standards
• Verify identity and perform transferred identity verification functions and identity

Functions of
the CEO
Section 15

verification functions under an agreement (Part 3A) or delegation or authorisation (Part
3B)
• Assist the Minister to develop identity verification standards
• Issue electronic identity credentials
• Provide advice and information on matters relating to customer service functions and

identity verification functions
• Perform any functions as directed by the Minister (Part 3C)
• Establish and maintain the Service Victoria database and service agency databases
• Perform functions ancillary to another function listed here
• Perform any other functions conferred by or under this Act or any other enactment.

Service Victoria may deliver customer service functions and identity verification functions
through the following conferral mechanisms:
• Performance of customer service functions and identity verification functions by

Ministerial Agreement to transfer relevant functions to the Service Victoria CEO by
regulations (Part 2 and Part 3)
• Performance of a customer service and identity verification function by agreement (Part

2A and 3A)

Conferral
mechanism

• Performance of a customer service and identity verification function by delegation,

Part 2 and 3

The Service Victoria CEO may also perform any specified function (including but not limited
to a customer service function or an identity verification function) for the purpose of the
delivery of government services by ministerial directions (Part 3C, section 14F)

authorisation and sub-delegation (Part 2B and 3B)
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Customer service functions
A customer service function means a function of a service agency, the Service Victoria CEO
or a non-Victorian Government agency of the following kind:

Definition of a
customer
service
function
Section 3

• receiving an application or a request for an authority or official information document
• receiving payment of any appropriate fee required to be paid in respect of an application

or request for an authority or official information document
• delivering an authority or official information document
• receiving an application or a request for registration, or in relation to any program or

service offered by or on behalf of the State, a service agency or a non-Victorian
Government agency
• receiving or making a payment, including receiving a payment of a fee, in relation to an

application or request
• receiving or delivering information to meet a requirement under law or for another

government program or service
• function prescribed in regulation to be a customer service function.

Creation of
Service
Victoria
accounts

The Service Victoria CEO may require a person to create a Service Victoria account for the
purposes of the Service Victoria CEO performing a function under this Act if the Service
Victoria CEO considers it to be reasonably necessary for the performance of that function.

Part 4A

Applicable
customer
service
standards and
information
standards

When handling customer service information and account information in relation to a
customer service function, the Act requires the Service Victoria CEO to comply with:
• The customer service standards (section 19)
• The minimum standards in relation to collecting, using, disclosing or retaining any

customer service information (section 21).

Part 5
• Service Victoria in performing a customer service function may satisfy a requirement to

Delivery of
authorities and
official
documentation
Part 5A

deliver an authority or document either as a hard copy, an electronic document or a
digital token. Service Victoria must deliver the authority or official document in the form
agreed with the service agency (section 24A).
• The delivery of an authority or official document is taken to satisfy any requirement under

the enactment relating to the delivery, giving, granting or issuing of the authority or
document (section 24B).
• Any requirement for a person to produce or display an authority or official document is

satisfied by the production of a hard copy, electronic document or digital token delivered
to the person by Service Victoria (section 24C).

Identity verification functions

Definition of
identity
verification
functions
Section 3

An identity verification function means a function of a service agency, the Service Victoria
CEO or a non-Victorian Government agency that requires:
• an individual to provide information for the purpose of verifying the individual’s identity
• information to be obtained for the purpose of verifying an individual’s identity
• the verification of an individual’s identity.
• a function prescribed in regulations to be an identity verification function
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Provision of
electronic
identity
credentials
Part 6, Division 2

Applicable
identity
verification
standards and
information
standards
Part 6, Division 3
and 4

Part 6, Division 2 sets out how electronic identity credentials may be issued to an individual
and used to verify their identity to access a government services, or undertake a function
that is ancillary to an identity verification function (section 35).
This Part of the Act includes a series of technical provisions relating to the application for,
and use of ‘temporary’ and ‘ongoing’ electronic identity credentials, as well as administrative
processes regarding electronic identity credentials such as in relation to suspension and
cancellation.

When undertaking an identity verification function, the Act requires the Service Victoria CEO
to comply with:97
• Any identity verification standards issued by the Minister (section 41 and 42)
• The minimum standards apply when collecting, using, disclosing or retaining to identity

information and information recorded on electronic identity credentials (Part 6, Division
4).

• The Service Victoria CEO may establish and maintain a database for the purpose of

Service Agency
Database
Part 6A

recording information on behalf of a service agency. A database may be established by
agreement with the service agency (section 47A) or by Ministerial direction to record
information relating to the performance of a function under section 14F.
• Information in the service agency database must be kept separate from information that

is kept in the Service Victoria database or another service agency database (section 47F)

97

This may include a function ancillary to an identity verification function under Part 6 of the Service Victoria Act.
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Appendix B Terms of Reference for the
Review
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Appendix C

Jurisdictional comparison
with other regulatory and
legislative frameworks

The Review has consistently looked to international comparators to understand and draw on to inform our
recommendations. Examples from other jurisdictions are included throughout this report. This appendix
specifically addresses Term of Reference 11 – comparison with the regulatory and legislative frameworks
supporting similar bodies to Service Victoria providing government services in other jurisdictions. To
respond to this Term of Reference, the Review has provided a number of one-page case studies on
international comparators that were considered in depth through the Review. Each is detailed below.
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UNITED KINGDOM

Prioritising digital services and identity transformations

INSIGHTS

GOV.UK offers a
single-entry portal to
most government
services and
information.
The UK is creating a
digital identity
scheme similar to the
Commonwealth TDIF.
Verified third-party
providers will
become approved
digital identity
organisations under
the potential
legislation.
Data-sharing across
government
departments is
supported in limited
situations through
the Digital Economy
Act.

The UK is developing a streamlined digital
governance system, to be supported by a digital
identity framework.
Digital transformation has been a focus in the UK for the past decade, with a
steady uptake of digital services. The combination of GOV.UK and their digital
identity scheme will create a digital system supported by GDPR privacy
legislation.

KEY FEATURES
Digital
services

The UK uses GOV.UK as the single and trusted
online destination for government information
and services. This includes creating a single sign
on portal for services that need it and developing
a personalised view of GOV.UK content based on
users’ situations.

Digital
identity

In March 2022, the UK unveiled plans for a
decentralised digital identity scheme. The system
will allow for digital identities to be used in
replace of documents such as passports and
drivers licences, though the system is not
mandatory. Companies handling personal
information will need to apply for a trust mark to
become a certified digital identity organisation.

Privacy

The UK’s legislative framework to address data
protection and privacy concerns includes the
Data Protection Act 2018 and the Digital Economy
Act 2017. The 2018 Act is the UK’s implementation
of the EU’s GDPR reforms. Sections of the Digital
Economy Act 2017 facilitate intergovernmental
data sharing if it meets specific government
objectives. This is determined through regulation,
where ministers propose areas where data
sharing could be beneficial.

Governance

GOV.UK is led by the Government Digital Service
unit of the Cabinet Office. Digital identity in the
UK will be governed by the Office for Digital
Identities and Attributes.

Access and
inclusion

The UK utilises existing community resources,
such as libraries and churches, by training staff in
outreach programs and improving public internet
access. A central online website (digitalskills.com)
supports the public service to improve digital
delivery. Services are still available in-person at an
agency level.
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DENMARK

Most digitised public service in Europe

INSIGHTS

Central, regional, and
local governments
collaborated to
create legislation that
facilitates integrated
digital governance.
Denmark offers one
centralised digital
identity system for all
residents and
systems.
Legislation makes
digital tools
mandatory in most
communications
between citizens and
government, thereby
propelling the
development of
digital services.
For those unable to
access digital
services, legislation
states an alternative
option must be
provided.

The Danish government is ‘digital by default,’ with
one entry point providing access to more than 100
services in both the public and private sector.
A high level of public trust in the Danish government supports their
interconnected government services. Seamless service provision is facilitated
through close collaboration between central, regional and local governments.

KEY FEATURES
Digital
services

The government’s single sign on point, borger.dk
(citizen.dk), offers online government services
through a streamlined front door system. All
government levels have been digitalized,
alongside the health and education systems.

Digital
identity

Every citizen in Denmark has NemID (soon to be
replaced with MitID), a digital key used to access
all services. It consists of a username, password,
and security code attached to a physical card or
mobile application. NemID is supported by and
connected to the Danish CPR system. This is a
centralised registration of all residents and
citizens of Denmark created over 50 years ago.

Privacy

Denmark has legislated the EU’s GDPR principles
of data protection and privacy. Privacy is
additionally outlined in the Danish constitution
and is covered by the Danish Act on Processing of
Personal Data 2000.

Governance

Borger.dk is controlled by the Agency for
Digitisation, which sits within the Ministry of
Finance. The Framework for Federal Digital
Architecture facilitates data-sharing and
interoperability between local, regional, and
central governments. The independent Danish
Data Protection Authority oversees data
protection.

Access and
inclusion

Denmark already has high use of digital services –
over a 12-month period, 88% of citizens
interacted digitally with public authorities.
Legislation states alternative ways of interaction
must be provided if an individual cannot use a
digital service. The Danish government
additionally created programs with specific
interest groups to improve digital literacy.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA

Provincial government developing digital services within a
federation

INSIGHTS

BC offers a single
sign-on portal for
over 100 government
services.
BC has developed a
province-based
digital identity
system (BCeID) which
can be used by
citizens to access
services through
Services BC. Work is
underway to
incorporate BCeID
into a national trust
framework for
identity.
In-person services are
provided through the
single BC Services
brand, supporting an
omnichannel
experience.

British Colombia (BC) is developing digital
government services and digital identity services to
improve consumer experiences.
BC is the third-largest province in Canada by population, with approximately 5.1
million residents. The BC government has driven digital service design at the
provincial level. Most government services are offered through Services BC, but
the government is continuing to develop how they offer these services digitally.

KEY FEATURES
Digital
services

Residents in British Colombia can access over 100
provincial government services through Services
BC. There are a substantive number of services
not available online, but BC are continuing to
expand the extent of online services. Private and
public sector business customers can utilise the
BC OnLine.

Digital
identity

BC operate BCeID, a system of digital identities
(business, personal, or basic) that can be used
with some government services at a provincial
level. They offer identity functions that work only
within BC. Federally, the Canadian government is
expected to soon launch the Voila Verified digital
ID system alongside a Pan-Canadian Trust
Framework, which the BC government has
expressed support for.

Privacy

The BC government follow the provincial Freedom
of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
(FIPPA), which relates to the privacy rights of
individuals as they interact with the public sector.
They are governed by the federal Privacy Act
1985.

Governance

Within BC, the Ministry of Citizens’ Services
governs the Services BC organisation. The
development of the federal digital identity system
is through a coalition of public and private
stakeholders, the Digital ID, and Authentication
Council of Canada (DIACC).

Access and
inclusion

BC offers in-person government services through
their Service BC centres. As digital identity and
governance is still in development, programs to
improve digital literacy are expected to occur as
digital systems develop.
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SINGAPORE

Open data approach to digital government

INSIGHTS

Singapore offers a
single-entry portal
for access to personal
government services,
supported by their
centralised digital
identity system

Singpass.

Other government
services – such as for
businesses, cyber
security initiatives,
smart city
management – have
their own platforms.

94% of government services are digital end-to-end in
Singapore. Integration is supported by the nation’s
digital identity system Singpass.
This transformation is driven by their prioritisation of open digital technology
across all aspects of government. Though a personal single-entry portal is
offered through the LifeSG platform, government services are also offered
through other platforms based on use.

KEY FEATURES
Digital
services

Singapore has prioritised digital transformation
across all sectors, not just consumer-facing
services. Cross-government services have been
built around specific uses – for example, LifeSG
for personal use, GoBusiness for business owners
and Punggol Smart Town for smart urban
development.

Digital
identity

Singpass is the country’s digital identity initiative
that can be used by both consumers and
businesses in the public and private sectors. The
app allows for seamless access to government
services, plus digital signatures, and form pre-fill
information (the MyInfo system). Singapore has an
open-data development policy and the Singpass
API is publicly available for businesses to integrate
with.

Privacy

Data management in the public sector is
governed by the Public Sector (Governance) Act
2018 and the Government Instruction Manual on
Infocomm Technology & Smart Systems
Management. The Act was created in 2018 to
support a whole-of-government approach to the
delivery of services.

Governance

Digital services policy is governed by the Smart
Nation and Digital Government Office (SNDGO)
within the Prime Minister's Office (PMO).These
decisions are implemented through the
Government Technology Agency of Singapore
(GovTech), a statutory board also within the PMO.

Access and
inclusion

Singapore subsidises both computers and
internet access for low-income citizens. It targets
specific groups (such as seniors) for internet
training programs, through one-to-one coaching
and small group learning sessions. In-person
services are still available at separate government
branches.

The Public Sector

(Governance) Act
2018 was created to

support whole-ofgovernment digital
service delivery and
standardise key
provisions across
statutory boards.
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SERVICES AUSTALIA

Single entry portal to separate federal services

INSIGHTS

Services Australia are
offering an increased
number of digital
services, but the
system is not
connected internally
with other
government services.

Services Australia have integrated their services with
myGov, a single-entry portal for federal government
services.
The myGov system allows consumers to access online government services.
Though Services Australia have facilitated services such as Centrelink to be
accessible through myGov, back-end systems remain separate.

KEY FEATURES

The recent Data

Digital
services

future integrated
government services
and data sharing at
the federal level.

Services Australia has developed the federal
myGov website and app to offer a single entry
point to federal government services such as
Medicare, Centrelink, and the Australian Tax
Office (ATO). These systems, though increasingly
digital, operate separately.

Digital
identity

The federal government’s decentralised digital
identity scheme has allowed for identity providers
such as myGovID (operated by the ATO) and
digitialID (operated by Australia Post) to be used
to access Services Australia.

Privacy

The Privacy Act 1988 and complementary 13
Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) apply to the
work of Services Australia. The recent Data
Availability and Transparency Act, passed March
2022, is expected to have a significant impact on
the work of Services Australia. It establishes a data
sharing scheme for federal government data to
facilitate seamless services, such as pre-filled
forms and a ‘tell us once’ approach.

Governance

Services Australia is an executive agency
established under the Public Service Act 1999. It
operates within the Department of Social Services,
alongside the Digital Transformation Agency.

Access and
inclusion

Services Australia does not have physical
branches offering combined services from one
provider. Some branches offer both Centrelink
and Medicare assistance in the same building, but
the support is facilitated by different systems.
Since mid-2021, Services Australia have been
using their mobile service centres to create
temporary points for communities affected by
natural disasters.

Availability and
Transparency Act
2022 will support

Services Australia are
a relying party in the
decentralised Trusted
Digital Identity
Framework (TDIF).
This facilitates the
use of digital
identities for their
services.
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